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The projected budget for the 
2018 fiscal year was released in late 
January. Along with tuition increases, 
more of the school’s funds are being 
used to support families who rely on 
tuition assistance. 

Tuition will increase on average 
by 4 percent for the entire school, 
with raises of just over 3 percent in 
the lower grades, and up to 4.25 per-
cent in Upper School. Upper School 
tuition beginning in the fall will be 
over $30,000 a year. 

Tuition has gone up consistently 

each year. “On average we have been 
increasing by about 3.5 percent in re-
cent years,” Paradis said. “Over the 
last 10 to 15 years [there have been] 
increases of 5 to 7 percent, but inde-
pendent schools recognized that this 
wasn’t sustainable for their families.” 

A record number of Park families, 
however, are on some level of tuition 
assistance. 

Increasing tuition annually is 
prompted by several factors. Accord-
ing to Paradis, there has been a na-
tionwide trend towards lower-priced 
educational options. As a result, the 
school has changed its approach. “We 
looked at the current demographics 
knowing that more families are con-

sidering a low cost or no cost option,” 
Paradis said. “With more families try-
ing out public or charter schools, or 
waiting until high school to enter [pri-
vate schools], we made a deliberate 
decision to move from a four section 
to a three section Lower School.”

As a result, Park has 827 students, 
down from an average of 870. Fewer 
students mean less revenue. Supple-
menting this has been an increased 
percentage of students on financial 
assistance. This academic year, 42 
percent of students are on some 
form of financial assistance, includ-
ing tuition remission. “The number 
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NEW BUDGET SETS HIGHER TUITION
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FISCAL YEAR 2018.  The school’s annual budget includes projected 2018 expenses. As  
represented in the pie chart, the majority of these expenses (74 percent) will go towards 
compensation of faculty, administration, and staff. The new budget was released January 18.

Renowned journalist 
Katherine Boo visits 

by ABEL SAPIRSTEIN ’17

Katherine Boo, a Pulitzer Prize 
and National Book Award recipi-
ent, was this year’s Weinberg Resi-
dent Journalist. Boo visited campus 
Monday, January 30, presented an 
assembly to the Upper School, and 
led a seminar for students. 

Boo’s visit was made possible by 
the Weinberg Family and the Resi-
dent Journalist Committee.  “The 
Resident Journalist Committee has 
wanted to invite her for at least six 
or seven years because of her work 
for The New Yorker and her book,” 
Director of Library Services and In-
formation Technology Susan Wein-
traub said. 

Boo spoke to the Upper School 
about the cause that she has cham-
pioned for more than a decade—hu-
manizing poverty. The presentation 
covered a broad range of themes, but 
used her book, Behind the Beautiful 
Forevers, as a background. “Across 
all of humanity, people’s livelihoods 
are threatened,” Boo said, “and peo-
ple are totally stressed out about how 
to be.” 

As a result, people either harden 
their own identities or accept a “glob-
al dysfunctional family.” In her writ-
ing, Boo advocates for acceptance, 
using empathy as a tool. “My goal is 
not to tell the most sensational sto-
ries,” she said, “but to tell the stories 
that solve problems.”

The story that Behind the Beauti-
ful Forevers tells is that of the An-
nawadi slum. Annawadi is situated 
adjacent to a toxic waste pool on 
land owned by the Mumbai Airport, 
and almost all of its residents lack 
permanent work, relying on selling 
trash and scrap metal to recycling 
companies as a means of subsistence.

Boo also shared the process of her 
journalism, which she acknowledges 
is “weird and creepy,” but says the 
only thing stranger than documenting 
poverty would be not documenting 
it at all. To write Behind the Beau-
tiful Forevers, Boo spent five years 
interviewing and getting to know 
the inhabitants of Annawadi. In her 
assembly, she shared her process of 
following and observing people, and 
then asking them questions based 
upon their actions. 

Boo’s presentation, though som-
ber, had a tone of hope. In her work in 
the slums, where poverty is the norm 
and the environment is immensely 
detrimental, Boo said, “some young 
people resist the urge to be cynical… 
hope isn’t always a fiction.”  

After speaking for about 40 min-
utes, Boo fielded questions for an-
other 30 minutes. The assembly was 
warmly received. “I thought it was 
really interesting how she was able to 
approach a subject that we all know 
exists but don’t know to what extent, 
and how she was able to approach 
that with the view point that she did,” 
Anjali Bucci ’17 said.

The rest of Boo’s day included 
lunch with The Postscript editorial 
staff, during which Boo discussed 
the value of using video recording 
as a means of assuring accountabil-
ity, and a seminar. During lunch, Boo 
also shared 10 rules to which she held 
herself while investigating for Behind 
the Beautiful Forevers and her current 
project, which she described as the 
“failures of the usual springboards” 
in a nearby low income community. 

Boo’s seminar was held in the 
Ries conference room and attended 
by about 30 students. The seminar 
covered similar topics to the as-
sembly, but explored the concepts 
of poverty, privilege, and a false 
meritocracy in global and political 
contexts. One attendee, senior Re-
becca Margolis, was impressed with 
the journalist. “I really appreciated 
how much she thought about the eth-
ics of her project, and how even after 
both her project and her book were 
finished, she still contemplated the 
ethics of her project,” Margolis said. 
“I thought that was a really interest-
ing aspect that many speakers don’t 
touch on.” 

Budget, see p. 3
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Katherine Boo, this year’s 
Weinberg Resident Journal-
ist, speaks at a seminar for 
students. Boo, a Pulitzer 
Prize winner, visited on Jan-
uary 30.

In an interview, US history 
teacher Peter Warren discusses 
driving a truck, Marilyn Mon-

roe, and Furious 7.

Ethan Busch ’19 and Xandi 
Egginton ’18 share their views 
on the Dec. 14 assembly about 

sexual assault and consent.

Winter Sports Quick Hits: Girls’ 
Indoor Soccer falls to SPSG 
in IAAM B championship on 

February 4.

Athletic leagues are not equal
by ZACH STERN ’19

Discrepancies in funding, policy, 
and philosophy between the two 
leagues that govern local independent 
school sports create disadvantages for 
both sides. 

The Maryland Interscholastic 
Athletic Association (MIAA) and 
the Interscholastic Athletic Associa-
tion of Maryland (IAAM) are high 
school sports leagues that face several 
conflicts specific to their individual 
member schools and ideologies. The 
MIAA was founded for boys in 1994 
after Baltimore City Schools left the 
Maryland Scholastic Association 
(MSA) to join a league with other 
public schools. It was at this time 
that a committee worked to form a 
new boys’ league consisting of for-

mer Baltimore private schools from 
the MSA and parochial schools in 
the area. Five years later, the IAAM 
was formed for girls by merging the 
Catholic and secular leagues. 

Today, the MIAA and IAAM have 
29 and 31 schools, respectively. The 
two leagues are the governing bodies 
of these schools’ sports teams: man-
aging schedules, finding funding, and 
enforcing rules and regulations. De-
spite the similarities when it comes to 
abbreviations, history, and responsi-
bility, they are remarkably different.

The MIAA and IAAM have stark-
ly contrasting priorities and ideals for 
their student athletes. “They are two 
leagues that look like they mirror 
each other, but philosophically and 
structurally are actually quite a bit 
different,” Director of  Girls’ Athlet-

ics Robin Lowe ’84 said. 
This sentiment comes across 

clearly to Heads of School as well 
— particularly that the IAAM has a 
greater focus on valuing the student 
part of student athlete. “Heads at co-
ed schools think there is a greater 
level of cohesiveness between school 
and the girls’ league,” Head of School 
Dan Paradis said.

These distinctive philosophies 
are demonstrated by the actions, 
decisions, and policies of the two 
leagues. For example, the IAAM 
does not keep track of the statistics 
and standings of its JV teams to en-
sure that coaches prioritize improving 
players’ skill rather than simply work 
to win; the MIAA records the scores 

Leagues, see p. 16
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The Postscript is a wholly extracurricular publication of the upper school committed to 
publishing truthful, objective, and high-quality content that informs the broader community. our 
purpose is to hold the school and the administration accountable, and if we make an error, we 
ask you to hold us accountable, too. We encourage all members of the community to contribute 
to the paper by writing letters to the editor.

on the morning of november 9, i woke up 
bleary-eyed, as usual, to the blinding light of 
my phone. i checked my Facebook feed and 
saw a headline that was unsurprising and un-
pleasant: donald trump had secured the 2016 
election and would be the next president of the 
united states. 

as i said, this was unsurprising. i had 
watched the election coverage until about 11:30 
the previous night, at which point clinton’s 
chances were getting increasingly small, so i 
already had come to terms with the idea of a 
trump presidency.

i wasn’t very interested at the time in the 
various articles dissecting what had transpired 
the night before, mainly because no one really 
knew what the hell was happening. i did stop 
to watch one five-minute video from a British 
political comedian by the name of Jonathan 
pie. known for being angry and unapologeti-
cally honest, pie was furious after hearing how 
our election had turned out. but what was most 
interesting is that he was mad at american lib-
erals. 

he claimed liberals had lost the “art of de-
bating.” that all too often we resort to essential-
ly name calling when we encounter something 
that is contrary to our own beliefs. pie said, “if 
you are unwilling to discuss, then you are creat-
ing the conditions in which people like donald 
trump can thrive. the left have decided that 
any other opinion is unacceptable. if you’re on 
the right, you’re a freak, you’re a racist, you’re 
evil, you’re stupid. When has anyone ever been 
persuaded by being insulted or labeled?” 

i thought about it and i saw instances in my 
life, with family and friends, where this rang 
true. 

many people call anyone with opposing 
political views ignorant, as an explanation for 
why they think differently. When you really 
think about it, that is pretty patronizing, isn’t 
it? essentially, when you make that argument, 
you’re saying that those who disagree with you 
don’t know any better, while you do.

this is all, of course, assumed without ever 
talking to anyone across the aisle. at park, this 
sort of rhetoric is rampant. in my 12 years here, 
i can only think of a few instances in which i 
have had a legitimate discussion with someone 
who had a different opinion than mine. 

the overwhelming majority of the student 
body at park is staunchly liberal. and we do 
some of the exact things pie describes in his 
rant. honestly, would you feel comfortable here 
if you were a trump supporter? Would you feel 
comfortable saying in front of everyone that 
you thought abortion was wrong? Just look at 
the way the phrase “trump supporter” is used. 
it’s like a dirty word. at park, disagreeing is 
stigmatized to the point at which it isn’t worth 
arguing anymore. 

For example, the most interesting assem-
bly so far this year, for me, was the one about 
sexual assault and rape culture. it was so inter-
esting because it was a tad bit controversial. 
there were audacious claims made, such as 
that one-third of college-age men would rape 
if they could, and that tickling contributes to 
rape culture. i assumed that these claims were 
true, and i thought that the presenters made a 
compelling argument. but it was apparent that 
others weren’t convinced, as many people asked 
about the validity of some of the statistics used 
in the presentation. 

after the assembly there were, of course, 
many discussions about feminism and rape cul-
ture, and, surprisingly, many people seemed 
skeptical. i noticed that many people were 
almost offended that someone would suggest 
that the statistics were false or misleading, even 
though anyone who knows anything about sta-
tistics will tell you that that is a definite pos-
sibility. 

it’s that kind of blind conformity that i think 
is caustic to the left; it makes us look bad to 
be honest. and i think that so long as we try 
to bully people into agreeing with us, we will 
continue to lose elections. 

silencing others doesn’t accomplish any-
thing; the key is to listen. create a valid argu-
ment, and listen to others. that’s how democ-
racy should work.

by ISAIAH HUG ’17

The Left isn’t always right

With his frequent declarations that The New 
York Times and cNN are “fake news,” presi-
dent trump has, as he said himself, “a running 
war with the media.” 

in one of the latest installments of this bat-
tle, the president claimed on monday, Feb. 6 
that the news media didn’t sufficiently cover 
some significant, recent terrorist attacks, in-
cluding the shootings in san bernardino and 
orlando, that dominated the news cycle for 
days. 

White house press secretary sean spicer is 
consistently combative with the press. stephen 
Bannon, whose official title is White House 
chief strategist, has advised the press “to keep 
its mouth shut.” kellyanne conway, a coun-
selor to the president, has used the term “alter-
native facts” to defend a baseless claim made 
by spicer and invoked a terrorist attack that 
never happened—the “bowling green mas-
sacre” —to justify the president’s controversial 
travel ban targeting muslims.

as journalists, like those who work for The 
Times and cNN, we strive to cover the news 
truthfully and objectively. We are obviously 
concerned by the administration’s attitude to-
ward the press. but what’s more unsettling than 
trump’s war on the media is what’s wrapped 
up inside it: a war on truth. by using their posi-
tion of authority to deny true facts and assert 
invented ones, trump and his surrogates seem 
to believe that they can govern using lies and 
move our country towards a future where the 
truth is not relevant.

this war on truth affects our community. 
at park, both in and outside the classroom, 

we frequently have debates and pride our-
selves on the open exchange of ideas that 
occurs on campus. What good is a debate 
if fact is dismissed as false and falsehood is 
asserted as truth? 

if the existence of the war on truth jeop-
ardizes the integrity of our learning environ-
ment, the pressing question is: What can we 
do to combat it?

as noted on page six of this issue, after 
our december 14 assembly on sexual assault 
and consent, there was a debate regarding the 
validity of a statistic used by the presenters. 
one side objected to the assembly’s message 
and used the statistic as a convenient point of 
contention in order to criticize the assembly. 
the other side, which already supported the 
message of the assembly, immediately as-
sumed that the statistic was true, or nearly 
so, and jumped to defend it.

While there may be some merits to both 
perspectives, the fact that many didn’t ob-
jectively look at the situation, and instead 
believed only what they wanted to hear, is 
problematic. part of the reason why trump’s 
war on truth persists is because people retreat 
into their enclaves of so-called “truth” and 
surround themselves with only what they 
want to hear.

in order to be critical thinkers, we need to 
suspend our own judgment until we have ob-
jectively analyzed a situation. this will allow 
us to think freely and openly about complex 
situations—which will help us, in some small 
way, to combat the disregard for truth that is 
plaguing our nation. 

How we can oppose 
Trump’s ‘war on truth’

“When debate is lost, slander becomes 
the tool of the loser.”    —Socrates

cartoon by Anton Shtarkman ’20
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Just before winter break, spurred by a series of recent tech-
nology-related incidences with students, middle school principal 
Josh Wolf sent an email to parents urging them to speak with their 
children about the safe use of technology. he wrote: “after break 
we will revise our after-school device policy so that students who 
want to use their phones, laptops, and tablets need to do so in a 
closely supervised area.” 

coming back after break, on January 5, Wolf held an as-
sembly regarding the safe and appropriate use of technology 
for middle school-aged students. in this assembly, he introduced 
new technology guidelines.

 prior to that assembly, the middle school policy on tech-
nology use prohibited students from using private devices (i.e. 
phones, tablets, and laptops) only during the school day from 
8:30 to 3:00, unless given permission by a teacher. this policy, 
which is still in place, dictates that students must keep their 
devices out of sight and in their lockers for the entire day unless 
they are being used for sanctioned academic purposes. 

Just before winter break, the language lab 
swapped locations with Xiaomu hu’s chinese 
classroom. “the major reason for the move was 
because the chinese classroom was located far 
away from the other language classrooms,” hu 
said. “We wanted to be more centralized.” 

the past few years, the chinese classroom 
has been located in what had been a fourth 
grade classroom in the lower school section 
of the building. last year, the modern language 
department decided to relocate the language 
lab and bring the chinese room closer to the 
rest of the department. the swap of locations 
had been contemplated by the department for 
over two years. 

the new chinese room is more accessible 
for students and teachers. “i love the new room. 
it’s easier to get to,” samantha Fuss ’18 said.

the repositioning of the language lab re-
quired several modifications to the old Chinese 
classroom. First, cabinets and an island, which 
contained a sink, were removed from the room. 
With these modifications, the old Chinese room 
was sizable enough to hold the equipment need-
ed for the language lab. then, the ceiling was 
lowered and carpeting was added in an attempt 
to soundproof the room. lastly, computers were 
moved into the new lab over winter break. 

the language lab was a gift to the school 
from the parents of the class of 2008, and is 
used heavily by the modern language depart-
ment. the purpose of the lab “is for students 
to get more practice listening and speaking a 
[second] language,” spanish teacher nancy 

Fink said. 
the language lab allows students to interact 

with one another through conversations. it also 
affords students the opportunity to practice their 
pronunciation of words and master their listen-
ing and writing skills. 

“a perk of the language lab is that you can 
have students record themselves speaking, and 
play it back to them so that they can learn from 
their mistakes,” hu said. 

originally, computers were not installed in 
the lab so that students could focus solely on 
listening and verbal skills with all distractions 
eliminated. eight years later, at the start of the 
2016-2017 school year, computers were added 
to the lab, and a new system was implemented. 
However, during the first semester of last year, 
the system broke and use of the language lab 
was limited. 

the swap of rooms also facilitated a seating 
problem. nancy Fink often faces a problem with 
the intensive spanish language (isla) class 
that she teaches. the class consists of 22 people, 
this year, and is often this size, so in order to 
take her class to the lab, she has to split it into 
two groups. 

this semester, the isla class will move 
to the old language lab, because there is more 
space for the larger class. 

teachers are optimistic that the move will 
work out well. “it’s smart to have the entire 
language department [chinese, French and 
spanish] in one area,” Fink said. 

 “in terms of proximity to other classes, it’s 
wonderful. also, our new classroom is very spa-
cious, which is great,” hu said.  

New classrooms:

Hu’s room and language lab relocate

the new guidelines maintain the same daytime policy, but 
now restrict the use of any personal devices after school hours 
to one place: the middle school commons, the central hub of 
the after day program. if students violate the policy, Wolf will 
confiscate the personal device for a full day for first time offend-
ers and a week for second or third time offenders. 

this consequence for using a personal device outside of the 
commons after school is the same as it was for students caught 
using a personal device during the academic day. 

this expansion of this middle school technology use policy 
was prompted by several incidents. “there were several situa-
tions [after school] where kids were being mean to each other,” 
Wolf explained. “some kids were using their devices inappro-
priately by sending texts or overtly graphic sexual images, and 
i think that if the students are more closely supervised [in the 
commons], then they’ll think twice before using their devices 
in these ways.”

under the previous guidelines, in after day, the middle 
school’s after-school program for students not participating in 
an activity or sport, students were permitted to use and carry 
their private devices if they wanted to do so.

the new guidelines evoked mixed responses from students. 
eighth grade students, who were the most accustomed to the 
prior policy, reacted the most negatively. 

“i think that the new technology policy is unfair because 
the dictation of what and how often we use our phones after 
school is not their [the middle school administration’s] busi-
ness,” claudia soudry ’21 said. 

“i understand where it’s coming from … but he [principal 
Wolf] should not be deciding how much and where we use 
our technology,” soudry said.

sixth grade students, a larger portion of whom don’t own 
phones, were more accepting. “i think it’s bad that people 
were using inappropriate websites, and i think that it’s a fair 
rule,” ava Zumpano ’23 explained. 

the new policy also served as a platform for Wolf to dis-
cuss the safe use of technology with students, and emphasize 
to parents the importance of holding similar discussions at 
home. “i wish that all kids were a little more careful about 
what they post, what they say, and the images that they post 
because it reflects on them and it reflects on the school,” Wolf 
said. 

Misuse of technology leads to Middle School policy change

of families that can afford to pay full tuition is 
actually shrinking,” paradis said. this means 
that even though tuition is increasing, the net 
revenue per student has decreased recently.

the board, according to paradis and direc-
tor of Finance and operations Joan Webber, is 
committed to meeting ongoing pledged finan-
cial assistance. Webber explained that if a fam-
ily’s income has not increased since their last 
application for financial assistance, the school 
cannot charge them for the 4 percent increase. 
Also, families whose financial situations may 
have changed and already have students en-
rolled at park are given priority over prospec-
tive families. 

paradis explained that the annual budget is 
divided into two parts: revenue and expenses. 

the school’s revenue comes primarily from 
three sources: tuition, the annual Fund, and 
the school’s endowment. “the annual Fund is 
fundraising where people are contributing for 
the year’s operating cost,” paradis said. 

the endowment consists of the school’s in-
vestments. “the endowment is the funds that 
the school invests and that are intended to be 
protected and grown over time, so the draw that 
we take from that is something that we hope that 
we can rely upon to perpetuity,” paradis said. 

the revenue from the endowment is higher 
than before, according to paradis. “our endow-
ment has now grown to a higher number than 
we were pre-recession [in 2008],” he said.

the school’s expenses are primarily made up 
of salaries, benefits, and hourly wages. These 
expenses account for almost 75 percent of the 
budget. this percentage has been fairly stable 
over the past few years, but has increased re-
cently to compensate for added staff positions 
and teaching experience.

on average, teaching faculty at park have 
19 years of teaching experience. according to 
Webber, park’s faculty is the most experienced 
compared to other schools in the area. 

maintenance costs, tuition assistance, and 
the school’s generous faculty and staff tuition 
remission policy are other features on the ex-
penditure side of the budget each year. in ad-
dtion, the school’s aging infrastructure that has 
become increasingly expensive to maintain. as 
in years past, part of the budget has been al-
located for the upkeep of facilities. 

Another fixed cost  is paying back the multi-
million dollar debt acquired in the construction 
of the Wyman arts center and the athletic cen-
ter. this expense amounts to about 4 percent of 
the budget each year.

another metric the school uses to make 
budgetary calculations is the higher education 
price index (hepi). used by colleges and uni-
versities, hepi factors in personnel costs,  and 
accounts for supplies and campus maintenance. 
as these expenses grow, revenue must increase. 
in park’s case, this is done mainly through rais-
ing tuition.

unlike other area independent schools, park 
has a fairly low endowment to debt ratio, and 
consequently it is dependent on increasing bud-
get revenue by either exceeding annual giving 
targets, or raising tuition. 

the faculty salary increase next year is 2 
percent, which is about the same level as in 
previous years. in independent schools it is of-
ten the case that salary increases can only be 
created by raising tuition. 

paradis acknowledged his commitment to 
keeping park at a regionally competitive level 
for teacher salaries, but it can be a struggle to  
meet that goal. “We try to push those increases, 
though they haven’t been large,” he said. 

 Budget, from p. 1

by LANCE ROMBRO ’19

by MONTANA LOVE ’18

Next door to IT services, and formerly Xiaomu Hu’s Chinese language class-
room, the new language lab is now fully functional for student use.

Every year the administration tries to predict accurately what revenue the 
school will have and balance expenses against that number The chart above 
demonstrates how dependent the budget is with respect to tuition and fees.

graph courtesy Joan Webber

photo by N. Blau ’18
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Park is searching for new faculty 
members to fill openings in fall 2017. 
All of the positions are unique, but 
similar qualities drive each search. 
Priscilla Morales, Associate Head of 
School, is leading the search commit-
tees. “[We are looking for] teachers 
who really enjoy being around young 
people,” Morales said.

Another important quality for a 
candidate is being interested in cul-
tural competency and being “really 
passionate about bringing in multiple 
perspectives [and] really getting us to 
think,” Morales said. 

Morales wants faculty members 
to share their perspectives and their 
experiences, but also be excited to 
learn from others. 

by ARENAL HAUT ’20

NEWS IN BRIEF
Arctic Club gets grant

Science Department Chair Julie Rogers 
reports that the Arctic Club at Park together 
with their partner schools have received a 
major funding grant from the Canadian gov-
ernment. The Natural Sciences and Engineer-
ing Research Council of Canada is provding 
$156,000 for ongoing work by student sci-
entists investigating permafrost, sea ice, and 
polar bear populations.

Robotics club to compete

The robotics team is in their final week 
of building before entering their first com-
petition on March 10 at Walt Whitman High 
School in Bethesda. The team then competes 
on March 17 at McDonogh. Their robot has 
five major functionalities including ball 
shooting.

Westheimer winners plan sum-
mer trips

The Westheimer Prize winners are Anna 
Connors ’19 and Luke Pound ’18. Funded by 
the estate of Pat Westheimer, the recepients 
were determined by lottery on February 3. 
Connors will be volunteering in classrooms 
in the Cato Manor Township, near Durban, 
South Africa. Pound will work in the field 
of human rights law in Córdoba, Argentina.

Ecotone Inc. chosen for stream 
restoration

A local company has been chosen to work 
with the school in the restoration of Moore’s 
Branch. The company will help to build up 
the embankment between the pond and the 
stream which has eroded significantly togeth-
er with other needed restorative measures.

Fifth graders protest Dakota Ac-
cess Pipeline
 

Fifth grade students Emma Heller, Adina 
Newman-Toker, and Katrina Surcel-Debes 
researched and created a campaign against 
the Dakota Access Pipeline titled “Water 
is Life.” On a bulletin board located in the 
Lower School, the students provided a his-
tory of the Sioux Nation, the problems as-
sociated with the Pipeline, and suggestions. 

After 10 years at Park, Lower School Librar-
ian and children’s book author Twig George 
has decided to retire in June. “It’s very basic,” 
she said, laughing. “[I’m retiring because of] 
my knees. I’ve had trouble with them and I 
suddenly realized that I better go have some 
adventures soon before I either have to get new 
ones or I’m sitting in a rocker.” 

George also wants to spend some time with 
her daughter, Becca, who is getting married in 
Los Angeles this summer. She has other big 
adventures planned, too. “My one big gift to 
myself is getting to go to Antarctica. I’ve always 
wanted to go,” she said. 

George is responsible for kindergarten 
through second grade students in the library. 
She had a quick answer to what she’ll miss most 
about Park: “Everything!” 

“I will miss being with a group of friends and 
colleagues in the library that are unsurpassed,” 
she said. “I’ve never been in a situation [until 
Park] where everyone gets along, everyone has 
different strengths and helps each other in dif-
ferent ways. There’s no undercutting… it’s all 

Since Park is a progressive school, 
it’s important that new faculty have 
either engaged in progressive educa-
tion or are open to it.

There are many steps in the pro-
cess of finding candidates. Park posts 
job descriptions with major indepen-
dent school firms and goes to regional 
and national hiring fairs to reach out 
to people. “It’s been great just getting 
to know people who are interested in 
Park,” Morales said. 

The Arts Director job, which is 
currently held by Carolyn Sutton, 
is one of the open positions. Sutton 
has been teaching for 45 years and 
says she is retiring to “travel, work 
on my own art, and spend time with 
my family.” 

“I’m very proud of our art depart-
ment and how strong it is, so it feels 

like a good time to look for someone 
new who can come to Park and work 
with a wonderful group of teachers,” 
Sutton said.

Morales has received close to 90 
resumes for the job of Arts Director 
already. “I did expect it to be really 
attractive [but] I was not expecting 
the sheer volume [of applicants],” 
Morales said. 

The new Arts Director will have 
the chance to work with every stu-
dent, from K1 through twelfth grade, 
and shape the future of the art pro-
gram. The position is “attractive for 
anyone who really loves art and re-
ally loves working with students,” 
Morales said. 

The candidates so far have come 
from different backgrounds and from 
locations all over the country. Some 

have worked at other schools as art 
educators and department chairs, but 
others come from galleries and mu-
seums.

Morales is working closely with 
a search committee of four faculty 
members and three students to choose 
the candidate who is the best fit.  Af-
ter a first round of phone conversa-
tions candidates will come visit and 
spend a full day or two meeting stu-
dents and faculty and experiencing 
Park. Morales hopes to decide on a 
candidate before spring break so the 
new Arts Director can shadow Sutton 
and learn about the job. 

The school is also searching for 
new teachers. 

Jo Anne Yamaka, Second-Year 
Kindergarten teacher and Kindergar-
ten Coordinator, is one of the teachers 

who is leaving. “I am retiring from 
full-time teaching to spend more time 
with my daughter and grandchildren 
in Barcelona,” Yamaka said. 

While Yamaka will no longer be a 
full-time teacher, she will continue to 
work with Lower School Admissions. 

Emily Biscoe, a fifth grade teach-
er, is also leaving. “I’m leaving Park 
after 34 years to take care of my hus-
band who has ALS,” Biscoe said. 

Biscoe plans to tutor at Park next 
year and is glad to be able to spend 
more time with her husband. 

Stephanie Tellis, a Middle School 
Social Studies teacher, is “leaving to 
focus on and pursue important priori-
ties outside of the classroom. My time 
at Park has been incredible and I have 
learned so much working with all of 
you,” she said.

Assoc. Head Priscilla Morales leads searches for new faculty

supportive,” she added. 
George’s colleagues in the library are sad 

to see her go. “She said she was only going 
to stay here five years and she stayed here for 
10, so we were really very lucky,” said Susan 
Weintraub, Director of Library Services & In-
formation Technology. 

 “Twig is the only person I know who knows 
certain things, who I can go to with questions, 
and she’s the only one with that information,” 
MS and US Librarian Lisa Gottlieb said. “I’m 
very excited for her, but I will miss her terribly.” 

Perhaps the most devastated member of the 
library team is Laura Schlitz, the third through 
fifth grade librarian. “Twig’s leaving is an un-
mitigated disaster, a catastrophe,” Schlitz said. 
“Twig is like a hummingbird, because she’s un-
expected and she’s dazzling, and you’re always 
glad to see her. It’s hard to imagine how much 
we’re going to miss her,” she said.

When asked if she would do any writing 
after she retired, she responded with an em-
phatic, “I hope so! I haven’t been doing much 
[writing] lately.” Perhaps all her upcoming re-
tirement travels will give her material for more 

books. George’s book Seahorses was published 
in 2003, and her most recent effort was the 
completion of her mother’s novel Ice Whale 
in 2014.  George’s mother, renowned author 
Jean Craighead George, wrote My Side of the 
Mountain, and Julie of the Wolves.

George will also miss the kids. “I call them 
my kindergarten philosophers,” she said, “be-
cause when you go down there with a book, 
and you ask a few questions, the answers are 
often really profound. I really respect them as 
small beings… some people treat them more 
‘cutesie’.”

“I think that Park is such an important 
place… one of the few places where kids with 
passion can still find people to support them 
and they can follow that passion,” George said. 
“We have such a special library, a library that’s 
focused on books. We have books in our library, 
and that doesn’t seem to be a very profound 
thing to say… but when I talk to [other] librar-
ians about what we do in our library, the books 
we have, and the focus on books, they are so 
jealous. I just hope that’s appreciated -- I think 
it is.”

by BRANCH SEIDENMAN ’19

photo by N. Blau ’18
Lower School Librarian and author Twig George will be retiring at the end of this school year. George’s lifelong love 
of teaching and the natural world is demonstrated by her use of artifacts, like this Bowhead whale vertabra.  

LS Librarian Twig George to retire in June 
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Community service teams 
should earn athletic credits

Park philosophy. “It starts with our philosophy 
[of] active participation in a democratic soci-
ety,” he said.

Loria, who suggested the ‘service team’ 
moniker, has considered something like this in 
the past. “I talked to students about joining a 
service team. What would it look like, to sign 
up for a season of service?” he said.  

As previously stated, the crux of the service 
issue is time. Since one of the time-consuming 
activities in a high-schooler’s life is earning 
athletic credits, of which Park requires six, 
the service team should qualify as one athletic 
credit. Some might say that sports and commu-
nity service are too different, but Girls’ Athletic 
Director Robin Lowe ’84 disagrees. “I think that 
would be a remarkable way [to earn credits],” 
she said.

There are several places where the two 
overlap. The health and sense of fulfillment 
that come from volunteering are also a part of 
sports. While it is true that not all service calls 
for physical activity, many things—such as 
gardening, clean-up, or construction—do. The 
service team’s projects would have to be active 
in order for the group to qualify as athletes. “It 
would be important to get the physical activity 
part in,” Lowe said. 

 The team would also have to meet frequent-
ly, at least twice a week for an hour or more. 

Another similarity between sport and service 
is teamwork. “You get the fulfillment of being 
on a team, of working towards a goal larger than 
your own,” Lowe said.

The reason behind the athletic credit require-
ment is clear to Lowe. “Balance… [and] the 
importance of fitness in your life. That’s the 

overarching goal,” she said. 
The service team would offer an alternate 

method for earning credits. “People do things 
better when they’re doing something they ac-
tually want to do. They get more out of it.” 
Thistel said.

Reactions to the idea of a service team were 
positive overall. “I think absolutely!” Lowe 
said, when asked about the team. 

Thistel, a Girls’ Varsity Cross Country run-
ner, said that she would like to participate in 
the service team during her off-season. “I think 
it’s a really good idea. I think it opens up more 
diverse options and it fulfills Park’s progressive 
ideals,” she said.

There are some issues though. Frequent 
off-campus transportation would be expensive. 
Lowe believes that the school could and should 

pay for it, but it would have to be handled with 
care. It is also important to make sure the ath-
letic department is fully considered in the issue, 
and that the service team not detract from P.E. 
classes and sports teams.

As of right now, no formal planning has 
taken place, but Lowe suggests coming up with 
some benchmarks for organizing the team to 
fulfill both athletic and service criteria. At Park, 
P.E. classes give students one credit, and play-
ing on an athletic team gives one and a half. So 
which would the service team be?

 “It would be really interesting if you’re call-
ing it a service team; would it be a P.E. credit 
or an athletic credit?” Lowe said. She added 
that she would consider classifying it as a team 
sport, and that the next step is to bring the idea 
to the administration.

    Unlike Friends, McDonogh, and other pri-
vate high schools in the area, Park does not 
require service hours for graduation. The ra-
tionale behind the lack of a requirement is that 
students can choose to use their free time to 
do service work if they wish. There is noth-
ing bad about having this choice, but between 
school, homework, and extracurricular activi-
ties, many students who would like to engage 
in service activities cannot. “If I had more time 
I would totally do more community service,” 
Maeve Thistel ’19 said. 
     With interested but busy students, the school 
needs a way to make participation easier. Park 
should organize a program in which students 
could sign up to do community service off-
campus and earn athletic credits—which are 
required for graduation—in the process. It 
would be called the service team.

Community service is a crucial part of 
education. According to the Corporation for 
National and Community Service, volunteer-
ing strengthens community and interpersonal 
connections as volunteers solve real-world 
problems. The Corporation’s website even 
cites a study which suggests service has health 
benefits. 

“[Research] has established a strong re-
lationship between volunteering and health: 
those who volunteer have lower mortality rates, 
greater functional ability, and lower rates of 
depression later in life than those who do not 
volunteer,” the group says. 

As Director of Civic Engagement Rommel 
Loria strongly believes, service also ties into the 

by RACHAEL DEVECKA  ’19

At Park, approximately three percent of the 
students identify as Hispanic/Latino, according 
to the Admissions Office. However, this infor-
mation isn’t entirely true. There are people who 
don’t admit that they are Hispanic/Latino. Why? 
It’s possible that some people are ashamed to 
admit that they fit in an “other” category, or 
it’s just because people want to avoid attention 
that stems from them being ‘different’ from 
everyone else. 

While there are comparatively few Hispanic/
Latino people in our community, it is still im-
portant to remain inclusive of those few. 

“The numbers, although low, do matter. 
They [Hispanic/Latino people] are an impor-
tant factor at Park and because of that, we need 
to have the representation of different people 
because they bring diverse backgrounds and 
viewpoints. They play a major role at Park,” 

Director of Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion, 
Courtney Rollins, said.

Diversity here is normally limited to a dis-
cussion. “During my few months at Park, I’ve 
noticed that talk about diversity normally in-
volves a conversation on how not diverse Park 
is, and that’s all it is,” Noam Borgnia ’20 said. 
“What we lack is the initiative to do something 
to fix this.”

This is true in my experience as well. We go 
to assembly to sit down and talk with people 
about the issues regarding diversity and we 
don’t do anything else about it. One of the many 
issues that stem from this is that these conver-
sations normally focus on Black people and 
very rarely on Hispanic/Latino people. We want 
more representation in these conversations.

But this isn’t just about representation. Some 
want more Hispanic/Latino people at Park so 
they can have more people with whom they can 
relate, and to share common issues that others 

may not experience.
 “I sometimes struggle to relate my issues 

to what other people face in their daily lives. 
I really wish there were more Hispanic/Latino 
kids, especially Puerto Rican-Mexican kids,” 
Selena Sanchez ’19 said. 

Another problem is that Hispanic/Latino 
people are often overgeneralized by the un-
educated as “Mexicans.” This is disrespect-
ful because most Hispanic/Latino cultures are 
dramatically different from Mexican culture. 
These issues exist because there aren’t enough 
Hispanic/Latino people here.

And yet, some students are grateful that we 
have several affinity groups and clubs to make 
people of minorities feel more welcome and 
comfortable. With the opportunity to create and 
participate in clubs and affinity groups, students 
of common ethnicities could become more com-
fortable and connected to each other. 

“Park does several things to promote diver-

sity through new initiatives,” Spanish teacher Il-
eana Imhoff said. “Groups such as the Hispanic/
Latino Coalition are made possible through this. 
Park does so many things to promote diversity 
and is open to starting more.” 

“I think that what Park does for its students 
is great,” Associate Head of School Priscilla 
Morales said. “As a parent, I believe it’s re-
ally great to have my children participate in the 
Partner’s Program because they get to see older 
students who are authentically themselves and 
authentically Latinx in this community. Sure, 
the community is just three percent Latinx, but 
I think that this is really important for my kids,” 
she said.

 In the end, what really matters is that the 
Hispanic/Latino community grows and is sup-
ported along the way. The experiences of people 
from different ethnicities can improve by in-
creasing awareness of race and diversity both 
at Park and in the real world.

by TOMÁS QUINTERO ’19

Let’s grow and support the Hispanic/Latino community at school

The school philosophy asserts that “human 
beings are capable and desirous of rational self-
discipline and of acting towards others with 
respect, kindness, concern, open-mindedness, 
and moral conviction.” 

I have always found this to be true of stu-
dents, or at least mostly true. But, recently, the 
way students behave in the library does not 
resemble rational self-discipline or respect for 
others. 

How did this happen? One cause may be that 
grade sizes have been getting larger and larger. 
As there are more students in the Upper School, 
there are fewer places for students to spend 

time. Because of this, the library has changed 
from a place to study to a place to hang out. 

“People adopt the library as their go-to 
place,” Middle and Upper School Librarian 
Lisa Gottlieb said. “That’s where intention gets 
screwed up. My hope is that people come to the 
library with the intention of working quietly.” 

I understand that students are struggling to 
find places to go in the school. But, that does 
not mean that it is okay to disregard others who 
are trying to work. 

The underlying cause is chronic disrespect. 
Some students in the library run around, eat 

and drink (which is prohibited), and engage in 
loud conversations that are not about school-
work. These actions directly prevent students 
from learning. Although speaking loudly, for 

example, may seem insignificant at the time, 
it contributes to the atmosphere and sends a 
message to other students that what you want 
to do is more important than their own work. 

“When people yell or go to the library to 
hang out, it not only disrespects people trying to 
get work done, but it disregards what environ-
ments those people might need,” Clare Peyton 
’17 said. “I’m someone who needs a lot of quiet. 
I can’t have tons of casual conversations hap-
pening around me because I tune into those and 
tune away from my work.”

Why can’t we, as students, self-regulate? 
Haven’t we acquired something resembling 
self-awareness? Or, at the very least, when 
someone asks us to be quiet, why can’t we 
listen? 

“The library should be a quiet place to work, 
and not a place to socialize—if only because 
everywhere else in the school is a place to so-
cialize, and nowhere else can you consistently 
find a place to work quietly when you need it,” 
Paige McDonald ’17 said. 

Gottlieb posed the following question: “If 
this is a shared concern, why isn’t there enough 
of a ground-swelling impact on the culture of 
this library?”

I believe that all Park students do, perhaps 
deep down, care about the learning of others. 
This respect does not, however, manifest itself 
in their actions in the library. I urge students 
to remember that the library is a place where 
you can and should practice rational self-disci-
pline—hang out somewhere else. 

by MOLLIE EISNER ’17

Rowdy students disrespect people trying to work in the library

cartoon by Tyrese Duncan-Moore ’18
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In the debates following 
the assembly on sexual 

assault and consent, many 
students seemed to have 
missed the point of the as-

sembly: to create a con-
versation about sexual 
assault in our commu-
nity. Hardly the sole 
fault of either the pre-
senters or the student 

body, the misunderstanding can be attributed 
to the way in which we as a community have 
chosen to discuss these issues. 

Wherever these topics surface, we con-
sistently create an adversarial and defensive 
climate. In order for progress to be made ev-
erywhere, we need to avoid attacking anyone, 
especially those people who we want to work 
with to resolve these conflicts.

According to Bailowitz, the goal of the as-
sembly was “not to be a presentation of infor-
mation. The idea was to start a conversation.” 
That it did, though whether it was the exact 
conversation the presenters intended is another 
question. 

Ben Inglesby ’20 felt that, “A lot of people 
were attacking the assembly itself; they weren’t 
really talking about the issues.” 

These attacks on the assembly miss the point 
by a long shot. We should be talking about sex-
ual assault and consent, not attacking what was 
an attempt to get us to discuss the problems in 
our community.

The reactions to the presentation were most-
ly positive, however, some have questioned the 
necessity of the assembly. At first I was among 
those people, but as I looked into the reaction 

A few weeks ago, the entire Upper School at-
tended an assembly on sexual assault and consent 
presented by seniors Margot Bailowitz and Mary 
Kelly. The two had attended the Georgetown Day 
School Summit on Sexual Assault and Consent, and 
wanted to bring the conversation to Park. Bailowitz 
and Kelly had previously sent out an anonymous 
survey to Upper School students asking about per-

by XANDI EGGINTON ’18

sonal experiences with sexual assault. In what was 
widely considered a powerful piece of the assembly, 
students situated around the auditorium stood up 
and read some of the anonymous survey responses 
written by their classmates. The presenters also 
shared some statistics about sexual assault that they 
had heard at the Summit. Of these statistics, one in 
particular caused a stir: “One in three college men 

One of Park’s core 
principles is that ev-

eryone’s identity should be 
represented and celebrated, 
and that everyone should 

feel comfortable in 
the community.
The school’s aim is 
for every individual 
to feel proud of who 
they are and where 

they’ve come from.
In a politically and socio-economically di-

vided world, minority groups have remained 
oppressed. The Park “bubble”—while it is cer-
tainly not perfect—does a good job of creating a 
safe space, a pocket where students and faculty 
are celebrated for who they are by their peers. 
This is a wonderful opportunity for students, but 
sometimes I think we forget to take a step back; 
in other words, we don’t recognize the inherent 
problems with being inside the “bubble.” 

Being too comfortable can translate into 
solidifying social divisiveness, rather than ex-
panding social comprehension. A community 
can be neither open nor progressive unless it’s 
willing to self-reflect and look at its flaws. And 
when we fail to do this in a critical manner, con-
troversial topics aren’t talked about in the way 
that they should be. We end up in a space where 
misconceptions proliferate, and, consequently, 
divisions develop.

This theme of miscommunication and mis-
interpretation arises both in the political world 
and in the Park community. With social issues 
especially, I’ve noticed that groups tend not just 
to express their opinions, but also to interpret 
commentary on their views as an attack. This is 
universal when dealing with issues of identity, 
precisely because identity is intrinsically per-
sonal. But is this really the healthiest and most 
productive way of advocating for something 
you care about? The point of advocacy is to 
accomplish change. If the party reaching for this 
goal is unable to receive criticism, constructive 
or otherwise, how can progress be made?

In achieving this goal, it isn’t solely the job 
of advocates to be willing to receive criticism. It 
is also essential that those listening to contrast-
ing perspectives consider them without becom-
ing defensive. When dealing with social issues 
that call for reflection within individual groups, 
it becomes easy for members of those groups to 
interpret that constructive criticism as a rebuke. 
This dynamic presented itself in the assembly 
on sexual assault and consent that took place 
just before winter break. 

The assembly divided the student body. “I 
felt that I, along with the group I associate my-
self with, were attacked, even if [the assembly] 
wasn’t trying to be presented like that,” said 
an anonymous student when asked if about the 
assembly. “It seemed like the presenters were 
clearly trying to draw parallels between sports 
teams at Park and fraternity culture.”

But asked whether the topic of the assembly 
was something prevalent and worth discuss-
ing, the student had this to say: “I think it’s 
extremely important to have conversations 
about this. It’s just that when trying to present 

by ETHAN BUSCH ’19

would rape a woman if they could get away with 
it.” Following the assembly, many students engaged 
in heated debates regarding the use of statistics, 
the way we as a student body react to information, 
and the matter of sexual assault in the lives of Park 
students. 

Here are two opinions about the assembly itself 
and how it was received by the student body.

an argument like this, it sounded like the people 
who were making these claims were attacking 
us rather than trying to form a group and work 
together,” he said.

So where did the message go wrong, consid-
ering the fact that even people who felt singled 
out by the assembly thought the topic was a 
relevant one?

It all comes back to the structural division 
between groups that we have become so used 
to identifying with. When it became clear that 
the brave individuals who stepped up at that 
assembly were saying that sexual assault is a 
problem that has an effect on the Park com-
munity, it instantly amplified a divide between 
the implied perpetrators of sexual assault and 
its victims. 

How, as a community, can we get around 
these misapprehensions and personal misin-
terpretations? 

The focus has to be on communication. 
Any successful community has to allow for 

meaningful conversation. In the case of the as-
sembly on sexual assault and consent, I believe 
that the presenters along with the audience had 
some preconceived beliefs. 

Yes, Park’s values don’t promote fraternity 
culture, but a culture doesn’t always translate 
into individual action. The broader, group di-
rected content in the assembly may have been a 
little misleading. The guys on the sports teams 
felt assailed and categorized, but in that convic-
tion, the message itself was taken away from. 
This is why recognition that we have precon-
ceived understandings of other groups is es-
sential, because sometimes the act of distancing 
ourselves from those prejudices is what makes 
conversation possible. 

of the student body, it became clear that the 
assembly was necessary, even if it only served 
to call attention to the way the male and female 
communities at Park interact. Bailowitz said 
that a lot of people came up to her in the hallway 
to tell her that they thought the assembly was 
really great.

 She also said, however, that she knew there 
were negative reactions, even though none were 
shared directly with her. Most of the doubts 
regarding the necessity of the assembly seemed 
to come from male students. Some students, 
including Inglesby, felt almost attacked. “As 
an athlete, I felt kind of defensive,” he said.

I wouldn’t say this is his fault. 
I certainly felt the same way, and a statistic 

being presented about athletes committing more 
crimes without further explanation or analysis 
likely will create that sort of reaction. Others, 
like Cooper Cromwell-Whitley ’19, said he did 
not feel attacked, but rather that the assembly 
“wasn’t about [him].” 

When I decided to write this article, many 
people told me to be careful about what I would 
say. While I have tried not to offend anyone, I 
feel like it is impossible that I didn’t, especially 
because I am a man. Often when I enter into 
discussions about sexual violence and sexism, 
I feel that as a man I must be extremely careful. 

I am encouraged to strike a balance between 
not appearing misogynistic and not appearing 
too “feminist” (I use scare quotes because I refer 
to the narrow, often misogynistic perception of 
feminism and not what it actually is.) I have to 
stay between the lines of the women and the 
men in my life and if I stray too far to one side 
I am either irreversibly sexist or a traitor to my 
sex. One of the reasons I have to be careful 
about how I analyze this assembly is that it 
wasn’t about me because it wasn’t specifically 
directed towards men. 

Some women feel justified in attacking men 
who attempt to discuss it, and some men feel 
justified in attacking the women who started the 
discussion in the first place.

Neither defensiveness nor exclusion are con-
ducive to positive discussion, and the burden 
does not fall on the male students to just ‘get 
over it’ any more than it does for another group 
that felt marginalized in a conversation. Most 
people, when asked, said that the assembly was 
a good, even necessary thing, but there was still 
that negative reaction from a vocal minority. 

People don’t like to feel like they are being 
called out, and when an assembly is presented 
where many of the males feel called out or 
defensive, it means they feel they have been 
removed from the conversation. The respon-
sibility to include groups other than straight 
women in the conversation falls neither solely 
on the women, nor on the other groups.

 In order to have productive conversations, 
instead of attacking each other’s presentation, 
we all have to work together, both to stay calm 
and to not make others feel uncomfortable. 

We have to all come to the table level-
headed, with an understanding that most men 
do not commit acts of sexual violence, and an 
understanding that most women don’t really 
think that they do.

MALE STUDENTS REACT TO SEXUAL ASSAULT ASSEMBLY

cartoon by  Josie Renkwitz ’18
Social issues are too complicated to shout about. Rational, productive 
conversation in search of common ground is a far better alternative.
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“They probably knew that the be-
havior was inappropriate, but didn’t 
likely question it because they were 
hidden in the corner of a hallway 
where they knew no one was going 
to check or see them,” he added.

I’m sure that these new guide-
lines will either significantly reduce 
or eradicate most of the things that 
many parents, teachers, and admin-
istrators worry about while Middle 
Schoolers are at school. 

If students can’t be on their com-
puters and phones except for where 
adults can see them, then they’re 
probably less likely to harass each 
other and do inappropriate things. 
Kids aren’t going to watch porn after 
school if they’re being supervised by 
a responsible adult. 

But that safety comes at a price, 
and it’s a price that’s not worth pay-
ing. 

With these new guidelines, the ad-
ministration has restricted something 
valuable: the ability of every Middle 
School student to choose what they 
want to do after school and where 
they want to do it. Put simply, kids 
lose choice. This isn’t about electron-
ic devices. It is about the restriction of 
students’ agency, which is something 

that we value above all else at Park.
The Park School philosophy 

states that “the belief that positive 
expectations produce positive vir-
tues is fundamental to the practice 
of the school.” Put differently, we 
have an invitational culture here at 
Park, where students aren’t simply 
told what to do, but rather left with 
large degrees of autonomy. Doors are 
opened for students, and students are 
encouraged–not required–to walk 
through them. This applies to lots of 
things, from community service to 
clubs to phone use.

“The best way is to help kids see 
that the phone is a tool, like a pen. 
It can be used for good or harm, de-
pending on how, when, and where we 
use it,” Wolf said, and he’s right. 

Phones are nothing if not complex 
tools with astounding capabilities, 
and if these tools aren’t distracting 
from the work of learning, then stu-
dents ought to be able to use them. 
But, when class ends at 3:00, students 
should be able to go on their devices 
if they want to. 

If mistakes are made, let’s educate 
our students better so that those same 
mistakes aren’t made by more people. 
The Middle School already does edu-

cate about technology, but even more 
work can be done to educate kids as 
to how, when, and where they should 
use their phones. Students should also 
do more work to take this aspect of 
their education seriously.

It’s not that I don’t understand 
the professional and moral impera-
tive that the Middle School admin-
istration is acting upon in this situa-
tion. It is their duty to keep students 
from bullying each other, talking to 

Middle Schoolers can no longer 
use personal electronic devices after 
school except under adult supervision 
in the MS Commons. 

Middle School Principal Joshua 
Wolf put these guidelines in place 
for safety reasons, after multiple in-
stances in which students used their 
phones or computers in mean and in-
appropriate ways after school. I fully 
understand that as principal, Wolf 
must make difficult decisions about 
the safety of the kids in his division, 
and I understand that this was not a 
decision that he took lightly, but these 
new guidelines shouldn’t exist.

Many Middle School students 
agree. “Mr. Wolf’s job is to keep us 
safe, but banning electronics is just 
restricting us,” Parrish André ’21 
said. 

On the other hand, while the 
guidelines do impose a certain level 
of restriction, they exist for important 
reasons. “There were several situa-
tions where kids were being mean 
to each other. Some kids were using 
their devices inappropriately by send-
ing texts or overtly graphic sexual im-
ages,” said Wolf.

by BENNETT DEMSKY ’18

My education has taught me that everybody 
learns differently. 

Students have different strengths – some are 
more visual, some more kinesthetic, and oth-
ers more auditory in the way they learn. But 
if learning differences are significant they can 
be quite challenging. It may take some people 
longer to comprehend information, some may 
have dyslexia, and others may have executive 
functioning issues.

The question I have is, how are those learn-
ing differences handled and viewed by others? 
Students who believe they have learning dif-
ferences (LDs) that adversely impact their edu-
cation can go to a licensed psychologist who 
performs psychoeducational assessments. 

If the results of the assessments allow, a stu-
dent may then be eligible to develop a learning 
plan, which outlines accommodations to help 
minimize their challenges. 

“The learning plan serves as a formal means 
of ensuring a student receives the accommo-
dations they need to perform at the level of 
their potential. It’s kind of like a prescription 
for glasses—you get the specific prescription 
to bring your vision to 20/20,” Upper School 
Learning Resource Teacher Karyn Fisher said.

Fisher works closely with students to help 
ensure that their learning plans are being imple-
mented and that their individual needs are be-
ing met. The school’s long term goal is to help 
students advocate for themselves to teachers 
and to learn strategies that will help them later 
in their education.

Sometimes, I believe we fall short in paying 
attention to the needs of LD students. There 
isn’t always an open dialogue between students 
and teachers, and some students without learn-
ing plans view those with them as having an 

unfair accommodations advantage. 
“Because learning plans offer little informa-

tion to teachers beyond what basic accommoda-
tions students need, it is imperative that teachers 
gain a broader understanding of learning dis-
abilities as a whole,” Rebecca Margolis ’17 said. 
“Basic accommodations (extended time, use of 
laptop, etc.) allow students with LDs to keep 
pace with their classmates. For example, the use 
of a laptop allows me to produce roughly the 
same quality of work that someone handwriting 
the same paper can achieve. Accommodations 
do not provide any advantages to individuals. 
They simply level the playing field.”

Margolis is a student leader of a new school 

group, Eye to Eye, which is associated with 
the national organization. Eye to Eye strives 
to eliminate any shame or discomfort that may 
come from having learning differences. This 
group connects students with LDs of different 
ages, and it’s a great addition to Park’s response 
to learning differences.

In recent years, students and teachers have 
worked to improve handling of learning plans. 
Last year, English teacher Howard Berkowitz 
was trained in tutoring students one-on-one with 
dyslexia and executive function differences. “In 
my classes, where there’s a good deal of reading 
and very quick—and sometimes chaotic—class 
conversation, students who have difficulty orga-

nizing their time and their thoughts can some-
times struggle to keep up. This feels particularly 
true for students who have a slower than aver-
age processing speed,” Berkowitz said.

“A learning plan can help make learning 
available to all learners,” science teacher Mike 
Guarraia said. “[But], the learning plan must 
have steps in place to help the student become 
independent. An employer might not always 
be able to accommodate an employee’s need. 
They might not be able to modify the work task 
… If the learning plan helps a student become 
more independent, this should not be an issue.”

Learning plans can promote self-advocacy 
for students with LDs. Students have to figure 
out how to explain their learning differences 
and accommodations to teachers who may not 
understand their situation. 

 “The more comfortable students are self-
advocating now, the better off they will be later 
in high school, and certainly post-high school,” 
Margolis said. 

“Ultimately, I think we, as an Upper School, 
need to work on finding a balance between how 
much we expect students to advocate for them-
selves and how accountable teachers should be 
about implementing accommodations or reach-
ing out to students first,” she added. 

Learning plans are extremely important for 
many students. They learn what works for them, 
and Park generally does a fine job developing 
appropriate modifications and accommodations. 
The topic of learning plans around the Upper 
School should never feel taboo.

We need to open up the discussion about 
learning plans in our community, and be in full 
support of groups like Eye to Eye. We need to 
be more accepting of kids with learning differ-
ences and strike the right balance of student 
self-advocacy and teacher accountability so we 
can truly level the playing field.

by ELI DRACHMAN ’20

Let’s open up conversations about learning differences

This year, students formed a chapter of Eye to Eye, a national organization 
that connects students with learning differences so that younger students can 
have mentors. Rebecca Margolis ’17 leads the group.

graphic courtesy eyetoeyenational.org

strangers, and looking for inappro-
priate images; the guidelines will 
probably keep some students from 
doing these things at school. But the 
guidelines will also restrict choice, 
and we should not take choice away, 
because choice is what makes Park 
special. What differentiates us from 
any other independent school, in my 
mind, is that here, we believe that the 
ability to choose is more important 
than the outcome of the choice made. 

illustration by Jayme Brodie ’17

MS administration must 
allow students to choose
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Upper School history and arts teacher Peter 
Warren has been working at Park for 30 years. 
One thing students might not know about him is 
that he once taught Middle School math here. I 
sat down with him and had a conversation that 
spanned from sneezing to the 1953 noir novel 
The Long Goodbye by Raymond Chandler.

Why did you become a teacher?
Breathes deeply. Sighs. All right. Repeats 

question. Sits down. Because I was driving a 
delivery truck in Madison, Wisconsin, and this 
was after graduate school…and when I quit that, 
I started working at a bookstore in Madison. In 
the bookstore, I met a guy who was going to 
become the head of a tiny little private school 
in New Jersey, and he asked if I wanted to come 
and teach there. I said, “That sounds great. That 
sounds like fun.” And that’s how I became a 
teacher. To tell you the truth, that’s how I got 
my first job, but the first year was so delight-
ful and so fun that I thought, “This is clearly 
what I should be doing.” It sure beats driving a 
delivery truck. Scratches beard.

Why do you aggressively bless people af-
ter they sneeze?

I don’t consider it aggressive, I consider it 
passionate. Many people say “God bless you,” 
without thinking about what they’re saying, but 
I think if you’re going to say “God bless,” you 
should have some fervor behind those words. 
They feel validated. Chuckles. “God bless you.” 
Nods.

After an eight-year term, President 
Obama’s hair has gotten very gray. Would 
you say the same is true about your hair?

In the last eight years? No. A long time 
before that. I’m older than he is though. And 
I’ve been through every bit as much stress as 
Obama. Peers out the door. I was brought up 
with old-fashioned values: gray hair is a sign of 
wisdom. I don’t think we can fully trust people 
whose hair has gone fully gray. Leans arm over 

another chair. I mean, unless they’re bald, of 
course. Shrugs at me. 

What do you want to be when you grow 
up?

Stares off into the distance. Shakes head. I 
never liked that question when I was a little kid, 
and I don’t like it anymore now. What do you 
want to be…It’s the “what” that’s problematic. 
People never ask “who” you want to be. Instead, 
they just assume there’s going to be an occupa-
tion. So I reject the question. Laughs.

What’s the science behind popcorn?
It’s the same science as behind the com-

bustible engine. Nods with hands clasped to-
gether. That reminds me, I’m supposed to call 
my mechanic. I keep forgetting. And then the 
little wrench comes on your dashboard. I see it 
every morning and then I forget. Laughs. Stares 
at clock.

What is the origin of the birthday quiz-
zes?

Hands behind head. Hm. Mumbles question. 
Gosh, do I know?  I mean, origin stories are re-
ally interesting. All cultures are fascinated with 
origin stories…how do things come to creation? 
Stares out door. Humans have spent a lot of 
time on the beach, staring up at the stars and 
wondering about the origin of things. We’re 
fascinated with the origin of empires, the Miss 
America contest, pretzels. So that’s a big ques-
tion. Laughs.

“How am I doing?”

“You’re doing okay, Peter.”

“Good. Teachers need validation. Maybe 
more than students do.”

If you could live in any country during 
any time period, where would you live and 
why?

Clears throat. Makes noise. Well, you know, 
there’s no country for old men. Stares at me, 
deadpan. Then shrugs. And I’m an old man, 

so there you have it. Laces thumbs together. 
Scratches at shirt. I dunno. That’s an interesting 
question. Stares off into distance. Pause. I mean 
the problem is, you always romanticize any time 
or place you’re not in. Scratches beard. Stares 
up at ceiling. 

If you presented me with a time machine 
that could transport me anywhere I wanted to 
go, at any time, I would dismantle it. Because I 
wouldn’t want to be tempted into potentially di-
sastrous decisions. “Be happy with what you’ve 
got,” that’s my motto. Laughs. Just like the Bud-
dhist monks. Scratches nose. With whom I’m 
often confused.

What’s your favorite Fast and Furious 
movie?

Mm. Nods. Seven. Isn’t that the one where 
the car goes from one building to another? 
Whatever that one is. Mimics parabola shape. 
I think it’s seven. You didn’t think I’d know, 

did you?
If you could ride a rollercoaster with any 

historical figure, who would it be? Why?
Narrows eyes. Blinks repeatedly. Stares up 

at ceiling. Sighs. Um, probably Marilyn Mon-
roe. Nods. I think she’d be comforting. Smiles 
slowly. Laughs.

What is your favorite type of room?
Let me think about that for a second. That’s 

an interesting question. Sighs. Okay, so…
pause…this a long-winded answer. So Ray-
mond Chandler wrote a book called The Long 
Goodbye, and in it, the main character (takes off 
glasses, puts hand to eyes) goes to a bar at about 
five in the afternoon. And Chandler describes 
the bar: it’s really peaceful, but it’s the kind 
of peace that precedes a lot of extra activity. 
Everything is in order; he sits there by himself, 
just thinking. That would be my favorite room. 
Nods. Nods again. Peers at me twice.

Teaching ’sure beats driving a delivery truck’
by THAO KAHN ’17

photo by N. Blau ’18

Upper School history and arts teacher Peter Warren, coffee in hand, contemplates, 
Fast and Furious movies, rollercoasters, and his brief stint as a math teacher.

Latino-Hispanic Coalition hosts “Noche en familia”
Inspired by one of last year’s Im-

mersion Week activities, Latino Im-
mersion, seniors Steven Villacorta 
and Antonia Piedrahita have started 
a new affinity group that celebrates 
and discusses Latino/Hispanic cul-
ture. Their club, the Latino-Hispanic 
Coalition, meets weekly and recently 
hosted “Noche en familia,” a get-to-
know-you event for Latino families 
at Park that included dining, singing, 
and lots of dancing. 

“We noticed that the Latino 
population at Park is growing, and 
we wanted to offer Upper School 
students that identify as Latino or 
Hispanic a space to come together, 
meet each other, and celebrate their 
culture,” Piedrahita said.

Once Villacorta and Piedrahita de-
cided they wanted to start the club, 
they sought out faculty involvement 
from Spanish teachers Paul Villmoare 
and Ileana Imhoff, both of whom had 
helped organize the Immersion Week 
activity. 

At the club’s weekly meet-
ings, food is brought in from many 
Spanish-speaking countries includ-
ing Argentina, Colombia, and Spain. 
Students are invited to bring in and 
share stories about Spanish artifacts 
and music.

Although the Upper School meet-
ings have been successful, the club’s 
leaders wanted to expand their out-
reach to other divisions of the school. 
“We found that, in every grade, there 
are one or two families and we just 
don’t know each other,” Imhoff said. 
“We’re just trying to put faces and 
names together and get acquainted.”

“Through being a leader of the 
Partners Program, I was able to meet 
these families,” Villacorta added. “I 
began to notice that, while I knew 
some families, there were many oth-
ers I had never met before.”

In order to bridge this divisional 
gap, the Coalition decided to hold 
“Noche en familia.” They spread 
the word out to families through in-
school announcements, emails, and 
the Park Bulletin. On January 6, they 

held the event in the Middle School 
Commons. Over 70 people attended, 
and all divisions were represented. 

“We decorated the room with flags 
from different countries, and every 
family brought a traditional dish to 
share,” Piedrahita said.

After opening remarks from the 
Coalition’s leaders, families ate pot-
luck style and had opportunities to 
mingle. 

It was clear that many people 
greatly appreciated meeting others 
from Latino backgrounds: “Tonight, 
it’s okay to speak Spanish,” Imhoff 
recalled one parent saying to her. 

Another parent spoke of being 
at school events, seeing others who 
might speak Spanish, but not know-
ing for sure. “The event confirmed 
for people who at Park are [in the 
Spanish-speaking community],” Im-
hoff said.

Division principals, Head of 
School Dan Paradis, and Assoc. Head 
of School Priscilla Morales attended. 
“The support we received from ad-
ministrators meant a lot to the fami-

lies,” Villacorta said. 
“Parents were very grateful to see 

that the administrators were there,” 
Imhoff added. “It sends the message 
that they belong here and that the 
community welcomes them.”

Once everyone had finished eat-
ing, the dinner tables were pushed to 
the side to make room for a dance 
floor. 

“People just spontaneously started 

dancing,” Villacorta said. “We hadn’t 
really planned on this, but it was the 
best way to end the evening.” 

People danced to Latino artists, 
and began to discuss plans for a sec-
ond all-school Latino/Hispanic event. 

“There has been so much negative 
attention on being Latino because of 
the country’s political tone, so it was 
a really positive, empowering event 
for everyone,” Imhoff said.

by LEAH GENTH ’18

photo by N. Blau ’18
Weekly Latino-Hispanic Coalition meetings often feature food 
from Spanish-speaking countries. Spanish teacher Paul Villmoare 
explains the subtleties of the common empanada.
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In the last two decades, a huge 
number of Americans have changed 
their minds regarding LGBTQIA+ 
rights. Between 1997 and 2015, 
people stopped defining marriage as 
a legal bond between a man and a 
woman. In 2015, the U.S. legalized 
marriage equality in all 50 states. In 
that same period of time, public sup-
port for marriage equality more than 
doubled.

But, there is still work to be done. 
As issues around transgender rights 
enter the mainstream, it’s clear that 
the stigmas and stereotypes around 

According to the new Upper School faculty, 
the Park community gets an A+. This year, the 
school welcomed a handful of new teachers: 
Liz Proctor in the history department, Michael 
Guarraia in science, Maggie Sachs Mahmood 
’07 teaching math and science, and four others. 
As the first semester closes, these new teachers 
are settling in well. 

Three new teachers interviewed have dif-
ferent perspectives on Park. Proctor is an ex-
perienced teacher who formerly taught at an 
independent middle school; Guarraia is the 
husband of a Park teacher Carla Guarraia and 
the father of a Park student; and, Mahmood is 
a former Park student with recent experience 
teaching in predominantly African American 
school in Boston. 

Proctor likes the school’s collaborative at-
mosphere. “I like the closeness of being able 
to sit down and chat with students after school, 
or have conversations with my coworkers that 
aren’t about work,” Proctor said. “I feel like 
I’ve found my home in Baltimore finally, after 
having already lived here for a few years.” 

After a year and a half break from teaching, 
Proctor is thrilled to be back in the classroom, 
especially because of the openness at Park. “I 
love it here…I love that I can come into [class] 
and ask you all, not just what you’re doing 
broadly, but what you [think] of the work we 
are doing,” Proctor said.

One of Proctor’s favorite stories so far is 
from a class simulation. A class of juniors 
FaceTimed a student who was sick at home to 
help them with their history simulation. “As 
an observer, it was hilarious, but also cool to 
watch and that he was still willing to work!” 
Proctor said. 

According to Proctor, her relationship with 
her students has improved since the beginning 
of the year. The students have tested the waters 
and they’ve “figured out [my] boundaries and 
limits,” Proctor said. “I like to think that [my 
students and I] feel like a little community.”

Guarraia has seen a serious side of Park stu-
dents. His favorite story from the first semester 
is an awkward one. “Upon showing students my 
science wiki page, my picture showed up next 
to Carla’s, and I had a little heart animation 
pop up between the pictures,” Guarraia said. “I 
thought it was going to be hilarious and that all 
my students would laugh…everyone sat there 

stone-faced.” 
Though this story may be seen as discour-

aging, Guarraia’s healthy sense of humor has 
turned it into one of his favorite experiences in 
the Upper School. 

As the semester closes, Guarraia feels good 
about his classes. “I feel like I am assimilating a 
little better,” he said. “I’m starting to assimilate 
to the Park culture, while staying true to myself, 

and my pedagogical philosophies.” 
Park culture starts with the kids. “Park is re-

ally interesting. The kids have been so nice and 
kind,” Guarraia said. The way the students treat 
each other is refreshing and uplifting to him. 

While Guarraia enjoys working with stu-
dents, he also enjoys working with faculty. 
“There is always someone willing to lend a 
hand,” he said. “This is particularly true of the 
folks in facilities. They truly act in the best in-
terest of the students, and we all are fortunate 
to have them.” 

Mahmood was a Park student from kinder-
garten through 12th grade. “I didn’t know what 
the life of a teacher was like at Park,” Mahmood 
said. “I expected it was going to be pretty great, 
just because the students are pretty great. I was 
proven correct!” 

Mahmood has taught at other schools before, 
and the change from public charter school to a 
private independent school was the only minor 
difficulty in transitioning. “It was pretty easy for 
me to understand what the student-teacher rela-

New teachers find a home in the Upper School
by DAKOTAH JENNIFER ’18 tionship was supposed to be like, how classes 

were supposed to feel, just because I experi-
enced it all before,” Mahmood said. 

Mahmood’s favorite first semester teaching 
moment was when her class used the school’s 
challenge course to test their physics hypoth-
eses. “I thought that was one of the most fun 
things we’d done,” Mahmood said. 

After two quarters, Mahmood is getting 
more used to the block schedule and managing 
the time she has. The material she is teaching 
is what she most likes. “I’m really enjoying 
the curriculum we’re moving into right now,” 
she said.

All seven new Upper School teachers (Proc-
tor, Guarraia, Mahmood, Mike Dennis—Com-
puter Science, Katherine Arner—history, Tom 
Brown—math, and Archer Davis—modern 
language) have found their places at Park in 
one way or another and are now enjoying their 
time here. Whether it’s the students, the other 
faculty or progressive ideals, the school seems 
to be a great new home for our new faculty. 

After 25 years in journalism, Nutt has never been bored
by ELI ASDOURIAN ’18

photo by N. Blau ’18
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the LGBTQIA+ community are far 
from gone. 

On January 24, 2017, the Parents’ 
Association brought author and Pu-
litzer Prize winner Amy Ellis Nutt to 
Park to give a talk about her book, 
Becoming Nicole: The Transforma-
tion of an American Family.

Nutt’s talk provided a window 
into the life of the Maines family 
whose daughter, Nicole, is a trans-
gender woman. Nicole faces many 
of the challenges that transgender 
people often run into. 

Growing up in a socially conser-
vative town made Nicole’s early 
years less than easy. A few of Nicole’s 
classmates bullied her so persistent-
ly that the Maines family eventually 
decided to move to Portland, Maine, 
where they hoped Nicole’s class-
mates would be more accepting.

“Nature values diversity, but so-
ciety values conformity,” Nutt re-
marked at her presentation. 

Currently writing a neuroscience 
column for the Washington Post, Nutt 
was able to back up much of her talk 
with scientific research. “We all ex-
ist on a spectrum, with regard to hair 
color, personality, etc.,” Nutt said. 
“And what scientists are learning 
is that gender identity is also one of 
those characteristics. There is no 100 
percent male or 100 percent female.”

It was clear how beneficial Nutt’s 
book has been to the transgender 
rights movement. Multiple parents 
of transgender children spoke in the 

Q&A to share how helpful Becoming 
Nicole was in their own lives. 

Nutt took all the questions seri-
ously, changing her opinion a couple 
of times when presented with new 
facts. Above all, she was interested 
in knowing more and giving the best 
talk she could. “I have always been a 
fundamentally curious person, and in 
25 years of journalism I have never, 
ever been bored,” Nutt said.

Afterwards, the reaction to the 
talk from the community was largely 
positive, but there was one point of 
concern. “I think [the science] does 
help people who are opposed, people 
who don’t understand what being 
transgender means, to know that 
there is scientific evidence for being 
transgender,” Alexa Philippe ’20 said. 
“But I don’t think we should have to 
find justification for identities.”

Luke Pound ’18 agreed with Phi-
lippe. “The mindset that a lot of sci-
entists and doctors have going into 
this research is that something must 
be going wrong,” Pound said. 

Nutt would undoubtedly be will-
ing to take these concerns into ac-
count. “It’s difficult when you’re 
trying to write a story about a mo-
vement or a group of people and you 
don’t belong to that group,” Nutt said. 
“Sometimes people get offended.”

But instead of letting this concern 
stop her from writing about contro-
versial topics, Nutt takes the risk and 
hopes to tell a great story. With an 
unusually open mind and a superb 

ability to explain why something is 
important, it’s no wonder Amy Ellis 
Nutt has written several successful 
books, including a New York Times 
Bestseller, a Pulitzer Prize nominee, 
and a Pulitzer Prize winner on com-
pletely separate topics. 

Just like Nutt, her readers are 

never bored.
A fantastic journalist, and a recent 

advocate for LGBTQIA+ rights, Amy 
Ellis Nutt described best what makes 
her so unique. “Most journalists—I 
find—either really love reporting or 
they really love writing,” Nutt said. 
“I’m really, really lucky. I love both.”

Liz Proctor previously taught history in 
New York City and at RPCS.

photo by N. Blau ’18

Mike Guarraia teaches science with a 
flare for creativity and engineering.

photo by N. Blau ’18

photo by L. Kane ’18
Math and science teacher Maggie Mah-
mood ’07 taught in Boston.

Amy Ellis Nutt, a Pulitzer-Prize winning  journalist, visited Park 
January 24. At an evening event organized by the Parents’ 
Association, Nutt spoke to students and parents about her 
most recent book, Becoming Nicole, which follows the story of 
a transgender teenager.

Amy Ellis Nutt’s most recent 
book, Becoming Nicole, was 
released in October 2015.
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“The Wi-Fi sucks! Are they ever going to 
fix it?” “PaperCut is such a hassle. Isn’t there a 
better option?” Good news for all the annoyed 
students who have ever expressed those com-
plants: the IT department is planning to solve 
those problems and more.

The purpose of the IT department is to make 
sure that everything technological is up and 
running throughout the entire campus. If any 
phones, printers, or projectors have issues, one 
of the members of the department is working 
to fix it.

Five tech-savvy people make up the IT de-
partment. Cassidy Payne and D’Andre Winder 
’09 are Technical Support Technicians I; Chris 
Wilkerson  is Technical Support Technician II; 
Matt Watts is the Systems Administrator, and 
Julie Medalie ’01 heads the department as In-
formation Technology Manager.

Gears are churning as the IT department is 
trying to fix some of the school’s issues with 
technology. “The biggest project we are work-
ing on is replacing our entire Wi-Fi system,” 
Medalie said. “We are hopefully going to do 
this right after school ends this year.” 

Medalie is leading the project with Watts.  
“We are spending time trying to look into the 
right system for this campus,” she said. “Our 
architecture was not designed for wireless 
communication. There are many obstacles to 
consider, such as material that blocks wireless 
signals, like concrete. Also, the number of wire-
less devices coming onto this campus every day 
is constantly growing.”

PaperCut, the online printing system that 
Park uses, is also being reevaluated.  “People 
seem to hate PaperCut, but it was bought for a 
good reason,” Medalie said.  “It was supposed 
to discourage people from printing single-sided, 
and instead consider double-sided; and to not 
waste color ink if a job can be printed in black 
and white, which is less expensive. Instead, it 
has just become an annoyance for faculty and 
staff, and the web print feature available for 

students’ personal devices does not meet the 
functionality desired,” she said.  “We are look-
ing at alternatives. We wanted to do it this next 
semester, but we have not found something 
that performs exactly how the Park community 
would prefer yet. We will continue researching 
and testing, and will probably wait for a time 
when training on a new technology is least in-
convenient for the community.” Watts is leading 
this project as well.

The IT department is working hard to ad-
dress those issues, but they have also created a 
new Technology Club. Medalie started the club 
as she thought about how “IT people are kind of 
interesting because we like to work by ourselves 
a lot, but we do a lot better if we collaborate.  I 
wanted to encourage that collaboration amongst 
the kids in the Upper School.” 

She mainly wants the students to create the 
focus of the group. The students so far have 
been showing interest in the idea of outreach 
throughout the community. This outreach is 
aimed at “people that might be interested in 
technology but might not know it,” Medalie 
said.

The club meets during X block on Mondays.  
Freshman Bella Palumbi is one of the most avid 
members. “What’s interesting is that a lot of 
clubs are student run, but this was started by 
some of the IT people, so there isn’t much stu-
dent leadership yet,” Palumbi said.  

Having strong student leaders may help in-
crease the number of people who attend the 
meetings. “I’m the only girl in the club, so in 
terms of getting more girls to participate, I could 
be a leader of that,” Palumbi said. “I’m defi-
nitely trying to make sure that this technology 
club gets off the ground and becomes successful 
because it’s something I really want to see.”

With the new Technology Club just starting 
out, and big Wi-Fi and PaperCut replacement 
projects underway, the IT department is defi-
nitely hard at work.  Even so, don’t be afraid to 
stop by their office in the fourth grade hallway 
to learn more about what they are doing and 
how you can be a part of it.

by LIZZIE KANE ’18

The team that keeps the school’s technology working

Chris Wilkerson and Julie Medalie ’01 work at their cubicles in the newly renovat-
ed IT office. Wilkerson and Medalie make up two of the five specialists in charge 
of running the school’s technology.

photo by N. Blau ’18

An important aspect of the Upper 
School curriculum is the opportunity 
to do an independent study, for which 
students focus on a specific area of 
interest often not taught in other 
classes. Juniors Cassie Doyle-Hines 
and Lisa Eshleman used this oppor-
tunity to take an independent study 
focusing on poverty and education, 
listing the study under “Other,” as 
opposed to having it fall under one 
specific department.

 “We were looking specifically 
at how living in poverty affects a 
child in the classroom and how their 
[time]... outside of the classroom af-
fects their ability to learn and think 
during the school day,” Eshleman 
said.  

Part of the inspiration for the in-
dependent study stemmed from a dis-
satisfaction with the level of results 
they were seeing from her discussions 
surrounding civic engagement. “We 
were frustrated with [having there be] 
a lot of talk and no actual action… 
we wanted to actually do something,” 
Doyle-Hines said. 

Working with schools like West-
side Elementary and Tench Tilghman 
Elementary-Middle, the pair got a 
feel for the gravity of the situation 
many students find themselves in by 
viewing their research in action. Ev-
ery Tuesday afternoon, both students 
helped at Living Classrooms, an or-
ganization that provides hands-on 
learning experiences and education 
for disadvantaged youth. The two 

worked with the BUGS (Baltimore 
Urban Gardening with Students) after 
school program.

Both joined the Westside El-
ementary School club last year, and 
quickly formed an attachment to the 
school. “I have been interested in kids 
for a while, and looking at poverty, 
which is such an injustice… it’s really 
interesting to combine those two and 
see how that sets kids on a track that 
is very different than the kids I have 
spent my life around,” Eshleman said. 
“Kids are facing so many outside fac-
tors that affect their ability [to learn] 
in the classroom.” 

“It has given us a lot more insight 
into what we are most interested in 
and how poverty affects education 
and really what [living in poverty] 
does [to the students in general] …
without actually seeing any of the ef-
fects, we did not have any context or 
background for it,” Doyle-Hines said. 
“Being part of different communities 
has given me a different world view 
on the issues… it has given me so 
many more ideas and thoughts about 
these issues.” 

Eshleman echoed this: “Poverty 
and education is something a lot of 
students don’t think about… it really 
changes the way that you think about 
people that are different from you for 
any variety of reasons… it’s just re-
ally made me aware of the things that 
different people face and how that is 
going to impact [their school experi-
ence].” 

Doyle-Hines and Eshelman also 
worked with their current faculty 

adviser, Rommel Loria, Director of 
Civic Engagement and Service Learn-
ing, on an Immersion Week activity in 
2016 that centered around doing com-
munity service in Baltimore City by 
spending the week off-campus vol-
unteering. They worked with several 
organizations that week, including 
Civic Works and Blue Water Balti-
more.

Loria sees their most recent work 
as a possible model for incorporat-
ing service learning into common 
classroom experiences. “I am really 
excited about figuring out ways to 
connect service to what we do every 
day I think that we show what we val-
ue by finding time for it… I hope to 
move us closer to the opportunities… 
that connect to what we are doing in 
the classroom as opposed to one-off 
[service opportunities],” Loria said. 

The pair ended the semester by 
publishing a larger piece explaining 
what they have learned throughout 
the study, and created a syllabus tem-
plate for future classes. Additionally, 
the two researched separate topics 
and wrote smaller papers detailing the 
connections between their research 
and their service work. “...The end 
goal is that something [has been] 
done and something has changed, and 
we have made an impact especially 
[on] the children that we were work-
ing with,” Doyle-Hines said.

Eshleman spoke to this, too: “Our 
personal goal was to broaden our un-
derstanding of this topic. It’s just an-
other thing to consider when forming 
opinions.”

Independent study focuses on poverty and education
by RACHEL MILLER ’19

This fall, C. Doyle-Hines ’18 and L. Eshleman ’18 worked to 
understand how poverty affected students’ learning in their 
independent study.

photo by N. Blau ’18
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The Davison Gallery and library hallway 
currently host the works of students (Lower 
through Upper School), and the works of col-
laborating artists within the Baltimore commu-
nity. Throughout the months of December and 
January, the Gallery Committee and visual arts 
classes have worked with Make Studio and the 
League for People with Disabilities in an effort 
to bring artists together. 

“Make Studio is a nonprofit, run by a Park 
parent, Cathy Goucher. They’ve been operat-
ing for about seven years. They provide studio 
space, promotion, exhibition, and help with 
sales for people with disabilities,” Upper School 
visual arts teacher Christine Tillman said. “The 
artists there have a studio space, and go there 
throughout the day and make art work together, 
and then Cathy and her team promote it and 
sell it.”

Tillman’s drawing class works with the 
League for People with Disabilities. The idea 
came from Director of Civic Engagement and 
Service Learning Rommel Loria, who intro-
duced the group to Tillman. “I started this job 
about three years ago and started reaching out 
to a lot of different service organizations,” Loria 

said. “I ran into Christine and talked to her about 
the League, how they had an art class there, and 
how it would be interesting for her students 
to work alongside the people at the League. 
She remembered and now she’s gone for three 
consecutive semesters with her students, and 
each class goes three times.”

Although there are no works of art displayed 
from the League, as its participants often want 
to keep the work for themselves, the photos 
of the collaboration are displayed outside of 

the library. 
The works of art displayed came from the 

partnership between students from Gallery 
Committee (an Upper School club which meets 
each Wednesday) exchanging ideas with artists 
from Make Studio. “There were both artists 
from Park and Make Studio that had artwork 
that they hadn’t finished or didn’t want to use.
So, we switched portfolios and we got artwork 
from Make Studio,” club member Lauren Sing-
er ’18 said. “Everyone was super excited about 
doing it. We all wanted to collaborate, because 
it’s not often that you can work together with 
such a different group on the same piece of art. 
We were all just excited to do something differ-
ent from what we do in art classes.” 

One of the most important things about the 
project is the opportunity that Make Studio pro-

vides for its artists. “The studio rental is very 
affordable, and the money they make from the 
sales goes back to them,” Tillman said. “It’s 
important because it’s empowering and treats 
art as a job. Cathy approached us last year to 
make the collaboration.”

 When some students in Gallery Committee 
went to visit some of the artists at Make Studio, 
they also saw the importance of art. “When we 
sat down with Cathy Goucher, we were think-
ing about what we wanted to do for Park and 
collaborating,” Singer said. “Goucher talked 
about how she thinks of art as a form of therapy, 
and how she used art as therapy when she was 
a counselor. She talked about people who are 
ostracized from the community because of their 
disabilities, and how they are brought together 
because of their mutual love for art.” 

     We all wanted 
to collaborate”       

 WITH MAKE 

NEW ART 
EXHIBIT 

COLLABORATES

STUDIO

“ 

by DASHA KRISTICH ’19

photo by T. Kahn ’17
The new art exhibition, which opened on January 17, is titled “Connecting Community: A Collaboration with Make Studio.” 
The exhibit, which features work from Park students and Make Studio artists, will close March 2. 

Every year, several Park students take on 
the role of director, collaborating with actors 
to produce a selection of plays. These student-
directed productions have become a school tra-
dition, but each cycle, they are reinvigorated by 
new perspectives from new student-artists. This 
year, Meg Piper, Atira Koikoi, Ben Doyle, Con-
nor Moore, and Max Bachvaroff, all of the class 
of 2017, will direct a variety of short plays. 
A number of those involved spoke about their 
experience with the student-directed process. 

Atira Koikoi directs It’s Not Gossip If I 
Say it to Your Face, a play by Park alum R. 
Eric Thomas ’99. Koikoi’s involvement in last 
year’s student-directed production of Ntozake 
Shange’s  for colored girls  who have consid-
ered suicide/when the rainbow is enuf informed 
her decision to participate. “I really enjoyed 
being directed by my peers ... I had the op-
portunity to give my own ideas for the play, 
and it was a really great communal experience 
where I really felt that we were all putting on 
a play together.” 

This year’s production has been a similarly 
fulfilling experience. A really big part of acting, 
or being a part of any ensemble, is trust, and in 
order to get to a place of trust with our cast, we 
have had to get to know each other,” she said. 
“This has probably been some of the most fun 

I’ve ever had with theater.” 
Ben Doyle is directing Sure Thing, a comedy 

by David Ives and one of Doyle’s favorites. 
Working with student-actors has been his favor-
ite part of the process. “I make Owen [Anderson 
’19] and Anjali [Bucci ’17] do improv where I 
come up with scenes that I think would be funny 
… they’re very funny actors, so I get to watch 
and enjoy that,” Doyle said. 

How do student-directors choose plays? For 
Max Bachvaroff, the decision was simple. His 
process involved “reading through a bunch of 
collections of short plays … and then finally 
reading a play which [made] me ignore all the 
others I’ve done because I [knew] I’ve got to 
do it.” 

In Theresa Rebeck’s Great to See You, he 
“found many great moments which I wanted 
to see acted out”—like Doyle, Bachvaroff has 
found seeing his ideas embodied in actors’ work 
a particularly satisfying part of the process. 

Actors, too, benefit from experience with 
student-directors. Clare Peyton ’17 is acting in 
Harvey Fierstein’s On Tidy Endings, directed 
by Connor Moore ’17. “I think having the 
chance to work with students who have been 
taught directing techniques, but who are still 
very different from the director that I’ve been 
working under for all four years of high school 
and from other directors outside of school, is an 
extremely valuable experience,” Peyton said. 

One of the highlights for Peyton has been 

working with students with less formal acting 
training. “All of the plays have people who 
don’t consider themselves actors in them. I 
think that is so essential to putting on theatre 
in general,” she said. “Lots of times, you get 
more genuine reactions from people who don’t 
know they should be playing a character … 
It feels super real-—I’ve gotten to experience 
emotions that I didn’t know I’d have the chance 
to let out.” 

Student-directed plays offer an opportunity 
for students to develop their theatrical skills 

while learning to lead and building community. 
To Upper School theater teacher Peter King, 
they are the quintessence of a Park education: 
“Student-directed plays are the essence of 
what good progressive education is,” he said. 
“[Directors] have been given a space and the 
resources they need … but they are doing it all 
by themselves. It empowers them as people, as 
leaders, as creators.” 

From February 23 through 25, audiences 
will have a chance to see this empowerment 
in action.

by CATIE TURNER ’17

Student-directed plays develop theatrical 
skills while leading , building community

Student-director M. Bachvaroff ’17 watches a rehearsal of his play, Great 
to See You. Student directed plays will take place February 23 to 25 in the 
Macks-Fidler Blackbox theater.

photo by N. Blau ’18
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Hidden Figures is an inspirational feel-good 
movie and a true masterpiece. The film, based 
on true events, is set in 1960s Virginia, and cen-
ters on a trio of African-American women who 
broke race and gender barriers in the scientific 
world. 

These three NASA employees—Katherine 
Johnson, Dorothy Vaughan, and Mary Jackson, 
are exceptional mathematicians who worked 
behind the scenes of one of the most pivotal 
moments in history: sending the first man to 
orbit the Earth, astronaut John Glenn. 

The story takes place during a time when 
the country was segregated, so the women of 
color work in a separate building, half a mile 
away from the central NASA station. However, 
Katherine, played by Taraji P. Henson, is better 
than anyone at analytical geometry, so she is 
moved up to work with the Space Task Force 
—a group that managed manned spaceflight 
programs.  

This powerful story is backed up by a high-
quality cast. Henson is, to put it simply, amaz-
ing. Her influential performance illustrates the 
hardships and injustices African-Americans 

had to face during the 1960’s in the midst of 
the Civil Rights Movement. One of the most 
memorable scenes is when Katherine has to run 
half a mile in her high heels to the only restroom 
for black women in the entirety of the NASA 
campus. After doing this several times she gets 
fed up with it, and expresses her anger to her 
co-workers: “I have to walk to Timbuktu just 
to relieve myself...” Even though she experi-
ences racial discrimination, she stays strong and 
battles prejudice every chance she gets. 

Octavia Spencer plays Dorothy Vaughan, 
both a programmer and a supervisor of the IBM 
Machine, and she appears in the first scene of 
the movie trying to jump start her car. She gives 
an Oscar-winning performance, competing with 
her own powerful acting role in The Help.

Janelle Monáe, a popular singer, as Mary 
Jackson was a pleasant surprise. One of the 
many unforgettable scenes is when she cele-
brates after being allowed to enroll in evening 
courses at the University of Virginia, a segre-
gated school.

Jim Parsons is excellent in his role as Paul 
Stafford; his appearance and mannerisms ex-
actly fit the criteria for a physicist. I give him 
major props, because when coming to see the 

Hidden Figures: a powerful masterpiece everyone should see

Near the end of La La Land, Mia (Emma 
Stone) sings, “Here’s to the ones who dream, 
foolish as they may seem. Here’s to the hearts 
that ache, here’s to the mess we make.” This line 
is practically the thesis of the film, that people 
who try to reach for the stars should be celebrat-
ed, but that there’s sacrifice in achieving your 
dreams. And La La Land certainly celebrates 
them. Drenched in primary colors and filled 
with perfectly choreographed dance moves, the 
movie has so much sparkle that you might be 
blinded to its faults. But in the end, La La Land 
just can’t resist a perfect, if stereotypical, Hol-
lywood ending. The movie thinks that it’s being 
subversive, but ultimately, it succumbs to the 
tropes that it’s satirizing.

The plot revolves around Mia, an aspiring 
actress, and Seb (Ryan Gosling), a jazz pia-
nist. They keep meeting, at extravagant house 
parties filled with managers and publicists and 
those trying to schmooze said managers and 
publicists, and at smoky jazz clubs where Hol-
lywood elite hide themselves in red leather 
booths and whisper to their secret flames. This 
is the world La La Land creates, straight out of 
Golden Age musicals and 1940s film noir. It’s 
romantic, dreamy and nostalgic. 

But underneath the guise of perfection is an 
overwhelming sadness. One song, “Someone in 
the Crowd,” starts off colorful and upbeat, an 
anthem of aspiring artists and the lengths they 
should go to get discovered. But soon, the hap-

by ANTON SHTARKMAN ’20 movie, I was afraid that he would remind me of 
Sheldon from The Big Bang Theory. 

Kevin Costner is also magnificent as Al Har-
rison. He plays the director of the entire space 
project, and he helps the black women get more 
of the rights they deserve in the workplace. In 
one scene, after he realizes just how far math-
ematician Katherine Johnson has to run to get 
to the bathroom, he comes down from his of-
fice and walks all the way to the colored ladies’ 
room to smash the sign, effectively desegregat-
ing all of the bathrooms on NASA’s campus. 

Henson, Spencer, and Monae have magi-
cal chemistry, and when they are on the screen 
they ultimately feel like one family, helping 
each other with their individual challenges. 
The scene where they drink too much and be-
gin dancing in their living room is by far my 
favorite moment, a sense of hope in times of 
great tragedy.  

In addition to the great cast, the technical 
elements of the film—the setting, cinematog-
raphy, and musical score—are outstanding. I 
loved the blue 1957 Chevy that the women 
ride to go to work. The subtle elements of old 
typewriters, Soviet posters, and oval-rimmed 
glasses were a nice touch, giving the film more 

historical authenticity. 
But I think that the most impressive part of 

this film is the way that it was recorded. Ex-
pertly shot, Mandy Walker makes every scene 
look as though it is a live action photograph. I 
also liked that the camera recorded with a flow-
ing motion. 

Furthermore, the use of color is exceptional 
—it is key in setting the atmosphere. When the 
action takes place in the NASA control base, 
everyone wears bland suits and everything has 
a grayish backdrop to it, whereas scenes in the 
church, homes, and parties have colors that pop, 
from the people’s clothes to the picturesque 
background. 

The soundtrack, created by two music leg-
ends, Pharrell Williams and Hans Zimmer, 
really fits the hopeful, powerful theme of the 
movie. I found myself constantly singing along 
to what the two of them created. The upbeat 
rhythm and melody of the music sounds classic, 
with a modern twist.

Overall, Hidden Figures is a wonderful 
movie that left a smile on my face, and I rec-
ommend everyone who is reading this to go 
out and see it. If I could give it a letter grade, it 
would certainly get an A. 

piness recedes and Stone sings the same tune 
at a new tempo and in a new key, and suddenly 
the viewer realizes that this idea—that you must 
go to every party and must perform at every 
open mic, otherwise, you’ll never attain your 
dreams—is incredibly sad. Director Damien 
Chazelle sweeps you off your feet so that you 
don’t think too hard about the tragic nature of 
these ideas until he wants you to do so. La La 
Land has a secret edge to it, one that it uses 
covertly to pull back the curtain and show you 
the ugliness of show business. 

The best single element of the film by far is 
Stone’s performance. Her role as Mia is woe-
fully underwritten by Chazelle. In the script, 
Seb has many more lines, a lot more person-
ality, and Chazelle gives him multiple long 
monologues about the purpose and direction 
of jazz. But Stone takes her downtrodden and 
exasperated dreamer and gives her humor, grit, 
and an underlying sadness that helps carry the 
movie’s melancholy undertones. These exact 
tinges of sadness are those that La La Land es-
chews in favor of the pageantry that it creates 
in the final scene.

I was caught up in La La Land for nearly 
the entire film, right up until the end. Without 
spoiling it, time passes, and the characters find 
themselves on new journeys, in new places. 
They both seem happy, and have gotten a lot of 
what they wished for in the beginning. A dream 
sequence tells the audience how the story could 
have been different had the characters made 
other decisions. This montage serves as both a 

partial recap of the movie and as an alternative 
history; it’s heartbreaking and whimsical, but 
most of all, spellbinding cinema. It represents 
everything that La La Land was trying to be. 
These seven minutes were by far the strongest 
of the film, and I couldn’t look away. 

In the final shots after this dream sequence, 
however, La La Land manages to undercut ev-
erything it had built up to, losing all the themes 
and all the ideas that it had put forth. In the last 
few seconds, Seb and Mia share a smile, and 
then Mia walks out of the jazz club they stand 
in. Both characters are happy and successful, 
and neither seems too upset about the other. 
Their relationship was never especially soar-
ing or romantic, and so it’s never convincing 
that this was the once-in-a-lifetime love. In the 
end, Mia and Seb are happy, they get what they 
always wanted, and didn’t have to sacrifice any-
thing. This perfect Hollywood ending is exactly 

what La La Land was trying to make fun of, 
exactly what it was trying to show the falsities 
of, for the duration of the film. The movie loses 
any themes or ideas that it has worked towards, 
because at the crucial moment when it should 
reveal the dark underpinnings of classic Hol-
lywood ending, it does just the opposite. 

La La Land tries to have its cake and eat it 
too. And for most of the movie, it manages to do 
this, wallowing in its own romanticism but also 
showing the tragedy of achieving your dreams. 
In the end, the film gets caught up in itself and 
decides that the marvel and extravagance is 
more important than the ideas. 

But that isn’t to say that you shouldn’t go 
see it. It’s a spectacle like no other, and there 
surely won’t be another movie like this made in 
a long time. And at the very least, Emma Stone 
lip-syncing to “I Ran” by A Flock of Seagulls 
is well worth the price of admission.

photo courtesy paperhope.com

by BEN COHN ’19

Musical just short of perfection
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SoundCloud is a free audio streaming ser-
vice that allows its users to create and discover 
music, like YouTube sans video. The site has 
grown rapidly since its founding in 2008 by 
German artist Alexander Ljung, and over 170 
million users now share their work on the site. 
A few users have had enormous success just on 
SoundCloud alone, as artists like Bryson Tiller, 
Amine, Kaytranada and Sango can attest. While 
Tiller and Amine both have top 15 hits on the 
Billboard 100, Kaytranada and Sango are pro-
ducers who have transformed their careers, both 
releasing successful albums and making tracks 
for artists like Chance the Rapper, Tinashe and 
Alicia Keys. Our very own Park School has a 
small, but vibrant SoundCloud community of 
listeners and song writers.

 IAM/NSEL, who is known in the student 
body as Ansel Montgomery ’17, has recently 
cracked 1,000 followers, which is no small feat. 
He tells me that his 9th grade Beatz class was 
a primary catalyst for not just making beats, 
but also using the service Logic Pro. His music 
style has evolved as his music taste has, with his 
latest track, “Ice,” reminding me of some of his 
more recent influences: SoundCloud producers 
like Monte Booker and Sam Gellaitry. A long-
time user of the platform, Montgomery used 
SoundCloud’s “group” system to post his songs 
to hundreds of thousands of people. In this case, 
Montgomery used an EDM (electronic dance 
music) group to gain attention. This system, 
along with other networking methods, got his 
song “Still Vibin” to over 14,500 plays. 

Like many of his Park contemporaries, each 
song by Montgomery is better than the last, and 
while other songs like “Covered” and “Still Vi-
bin’” are standouts, “more and better music, is 
on the way,” Montgomery says. Namely, there 
will be a remix of the hit single “Bad and Bou-
jee,” inspired in part by his idol Monte Booker, 
whose remix of BaB is close to 1 million plays.

VNC3 Productions, or Vance Thomas ’18, 
also posts frequently to the site, moving from 
early hits like “Pablo Freshcobar” to entirely 
new sounds on his newer work “Observationz.” 
His early style, which is essentially hip hop 

When my grandmother and I went to the 
Vagabond Theatre to see The Complete History 
of America (Abridged), directed by former Park 
Upper School English teacher Howard Berkow-
itz, we were not quite sure what to expect. But 
we came out having experienced 90 straight 
minutes of somewhat crude but definitely hi-
larious jokes about American history, and were 
certainly not disappointed. And although about 
98% of the people at the matinee show I at-
tended were at least my parents’ age (and most 
of them older), there was a smile on everyone’s 
face throughout the entire show. If you are look-
ing for laughter, then this is the show for you. 

 This play is different than most in that there 
is no continuous plot; the play just tells the tale 
of United States of America, starting all the 
way back in 1492. The cast of three young men 
reenact different historical events, each actor 
adding their own humorous spin to each scene. 

Berkowitz began acting since he was in 
school, and these early parts were important 
groundwork for his interest in theatre.  Although 

by CICI OSIAS ’19

by HARRY LEVINE ’18

beats with a Latin flare, has morphed into elec-
tronic chillwave after being influenced by other 
SoundCloud artists. 

Thomas’s songs, while not as popular as 
Montgomery’s, have attracted attention from 
all over the school, and even from abroad. Many 
people have raved about his tunes, including 
a “19 year old kid from Denmark,” who, as 
Thomas puts it, sent him a message saying 
he liked what he heard. “Let’s work,” he told 
Thomas. Now, Thomas is working with a kid 
from New Jersey named Malcolm to drop an 
EP in the near future. He also has tracks with 
Xandi Egginton ’18 which he is sitting on. I, 
for one, can’t wait for them to drop.

Egginton, also known as WayStone, is part 
of a group of four (Montgomery, Mike Fishman 
‘17, Thomas and Egginton) who work together 
on SoundCloud tracks. While most of the col-
laborations between the quartet remain unre-
leased, every member cherishes the atmosphere. 
They even have a group chat, “to bounce ideas 
off of each other,” Egginton said. 

Each member of the group brings their 
own style to the table, with Egginton’s being 
“a combination of electronic beats and R&B 
and hip hop,” with influences like Mura Masa 
and James Blake. Egginton is also influenced by 

former Park student Baird Acheson ’15, a.k.a. 
flybear, whose song “The Hook” has 292,000 
SoundCloud plays. 

Egginton mentions that he is only beginning 
to make music that is as fully expressive as he 
wants to be. He uses Ableton Live for mixing 
before uploading. “Only now am I just starting 
to get a grip on what can be done [with Ableton 
software],” Egginton said. 

Beyond making the homecoming entrance 
music for the Boys’ Varsity Soccer team the 
past two years, a track on Egginton’s page, 
“hypnotic-it-sounds-melodic” is a highlight. 
Combining the hip hop sensibilities of Mura 
Masa with orchestration reminiscent of an eerie 
movie score, as well as an inclusion of a 50 Cent 
reference makes the song truly original. 

Glvss (formerly Nvasion), or Ben Glasser 
’18, recently dedicated a track called “spaghetti 
western” to Egginton, and it has Egginton rav-
ing. “I LOVED that song,” Egginton said. “He 
really got my style in there. I thought it was 
creative. I thought it was just a cool idea to just 
dedicate a song and then really make it some-
thing that was appealing to me.” 

Glasser describes this track as his “new 
aesthetic,” and his page shows his evolution 
through multiple genres. He has released a va-

porwave album, a trap album, made hip hop 
beats, and his most popular song to date is a 
slide whistle remix of a Flume remix of the 
Disclosure song “You and Me.” No matter the 
reason “spaghetti western” was made, it is a 
great addition to the Park School canon, and a 
masterful track. He hints at new music in the 
future, and if “western” is any indication, great 
tracks are on the way.

Mike Fishman ’17, a.k.a. meyer joseph, uses 
his page in a unique way, feeling out his style 
of music, with each track as a drawing board 
for the next one. Tracks like “I Would” follow a 
common beat style with an original melody be-
ing echoed by one line from another song. This 
lo-fi beat, while good, merely fits into the music 
Fishman was listening to, with beatmakers like 
Mndsgn and bsd.u coming to mind. Now, he has 
begun to incorporate his voice into his music, 
with astonishing results. His song “Locked” is 
a personal favorite of mine, with influences all 
across the map, from Thundercat to Noname 
to Bill Withers. He has also lent his voice to an 
IAM/NSEL track, as well as participating in 
two arts collectives, Stale//Mate and Hidden 
Garden. His tracks, like Glvss’s, range wildly, 
showing that he truly is a jack of all trades.

These are not the only Park students on 
SoundCloud. There are others also making 
tracks, like Stephanie Faura ’19 (Crystal39409), 
Clare Peyton ’17 (cpeyt), Elijah Asdourian ’18 
(Bikini Amish) and Ani Burnet ’18 (anib) all 
come to mind. These artists, specifically Burnet 
and Asdourian, focus on the lyrics, using sparse 
instrumentals while singing songs that poten-
tially pertain to everyday life. Bikini Amish, for 
example, has a song entitled “Unlimited Edi-
tion Multiple Day Rant” (Junior Day), where he 
blatantly states, “Junior Day shut up.” 

These artists, along with many Park listen-
ers, all contribute to the fast growing Sound-
Cloud community. I would know, I have one 
myself. (Check me out at SoundCloud.com/har-
rylevine). This service has allowed students to 
thrive in independent and collaborative spaces, 
achieving success in and outside of the school, 
and has been a boon to audio creativity world-
wide and to many students on our campus.

SoundCloud provides students space to share music worldwide

Audio streaming website SoundCloud allows its users to upload, record, and 
share music. Over 170 million people are on the platform; many new artists 
use the site to experiment, interact, and brand their particular creations.

PLAY DIRECTED BY BERKOWITZ IS LAUGH-OUT-LOUD FUNNY

Howard Berkowitz stands on the set 
of his play, The Complete History of 
America (Abridged).

photo by J. Acheson

he was not a theatre major in college, he did 
play the glamorous role of a dead body at Dick-
inson College. 

Having been an actor has really sculpted the 
way Berkowitz directs: “It’s made me sensitive 
to the needs of actors, and what gets on their 
nerves,” he said.

The whole directing process for this play 
began with Berkowitz being presented with a 
multitude of scripts to read through, and choose 
which of the lot he wanted to direct.  Berkowitz 
decided on The Complete History of America 
(Abridged) because he liked the style of the 
play, and it caught his eye much more than any 
of the other plays. “If it doesn’t interest me in 
the first ten minutes, I don’t want to direct it,” 
Berkowitz said. 

Directing this play was challenging for 
Berkowitz because of its improvisational na-
ture. Berkowitz had to maintain an unscripted 
feel, even though the play was highly scripted. 
There was an element of audience participation, 
which had to be thoroughly rehearsed to prepare 
for all of the potential variables of interacting 
with the audience. Some jokes had to be up-

dated, as the play was published in 1993, and 
some lines were altered to fit the happenings of 
the recent election. At one point, Berkowitz has 
an actor remark that since Trump has replaced 
the first African American president, “orange 
is the new black.”

A group of Park students, including seniors 
Jeremy Dy, Anna-Rose Leder, and Steven Vil-
lacorta went to see the play on February 2. “I 
never got to take a class from Howard,” Dy said. 
“But I’ve heard great things about him from my 
friends and grandmother, who also took a class 
from him while he was retired for a year. I went 
to see the play because I was curious about what 
a play directed by him would look like...[The 
play] was really good but it’s hard to describe, 
because they go through all of American his-
tory. All of it.”

All in all, this play was a good way to learn 
a little bit about American history, while having 
a laugh at the same time. The Complete History 
of America (Abridged) was a terrific way to 
spend an evening at the Vagabond Theatre. We 
left with smiles, and aches in our cores from 
laughing so hard.

IAM/N

VNC3

WayStone

Glvss

meyer joseph

Additional artists

screenshot of H. Levine’s SoundCloud page
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BRUIN NIGHT 2017
Boys’ and Girls’ Varsity Basketball won handily 

on Jan. 27, as fall championship banners were 
unveiled.

(Above) Newly displayed fall 
championship banners hang in  the 
Athletic Center’s L. Brooks Lakin  
Performance Court. 

(Right) Students, parents, and fac-
ulty filled the bleachers for Bruin 
Night on Jan. 27. (Photos courtesy 
Communications.)

QUICK HITS WINTER SPORTS UPDATES

Although Boys’ Varsity Basketball had 
high hopes for this season, the Bruins 
have dropped to sixth place out of seven 
teams in the MIAA C Conference. At 2-7, 
the team has only defeated Jemicy and 
Concordia Prep. 

One bright spot is the team’s continued 
defensive success. Last year, the Bruins 
finished the season with the fewest overall 
points allowed. This season, through 12 
games overall, the Bruins have allowed 
the second fewest points in the confer-
ence (618) — only 22 points behind Key 
School in that category.

To put Park’s dominant defense in per-
spective, at least on paper, the Bruins, at 
618, have conceded 169 fewer points than 
Beth Tfiloh, the next team behind Park in 
that stat category. 

Park’s February 7 loss to Beth Tfiloh 
eliminated the Bruins from playoff con-
tention. 

Girls’ Indoor Soccer reaches IAAM B championship, falls to St. Paul’s School for Girls

BOYS’  VARSITY BASKETBALLGIRLS’ INDOOR SOCCER GIRLS’ VARSITY BASKETBALL CO-ED VARSITY SQUASH

After an undefeated regular season, 
Girls’ Indoor Soccer fell to second place 
St. Paul’s School for Girls 3-2 in a phys-
ical, competitive IAAM B Conference 
championship game. 

Park fought back from a 2-0 deficit to 
tie the game, behind two goals from Kar-
inne Summers ’19, but could not prevent 
a late-game run from St. Paul’s. 

Joi Haskins ’18 anchored the Bruins 
in goal, and she was assisted defensively 
by strong play from Maddie Willis ’18. 

Despite the result, the team is poised 
for future success, as many underclass-
men made significant contributions 
throughout the season. 

“We had leadership from all grades, 
freshmen through seniors, and I think that 
really contributed to our success,” sopho-
more Anna Connors said.

Park’s 6-9 Girls’ Varsity Basketball 
team reached the IAAM C Conference 
playoffs and played a February 9 con-
test versus Beth Tfiloh, whom the Bru-
ins defeated 54-29 during the regular 
season. 

Led by senior captains Brooke Cun-
ningham, Stephanie Davidson, and 
Clara Brill-Carlat, the team earned a 
home playoff game and looked to begin 
a deep postseason run in the opening 
round matchup. The Bruins reached the 
postseason despite multiple late season 
injuries.  Sophomore standouts Ta’niya 
Kees and Leah Davidson round out the 
starting five and will continue to be con-
tributors for the Bruins from the guard 
position. 

“We’ve improved a lot this season 
and we’re looking forward to having 
success in the playoffs,” Brill-Carlat 
said last week.

The Bruins Varsity Squash team had 
its best season in recent years, earning an 
MIAA playoff berth. Park, with a regular 
season record of 4-10, held the sixth spot 
in the conference standings and ultimately 
fell to St. Paul’s in the conference quarter-
finals. The team defeated Friends 7-0 and 
5-2, and routed Calvert Hall 6-1 and 7-0. 

While they play a challenging sched-
ule, the Bruins, who did not graduate any 
players after last season, are a much im-
proved team, thanks in large part to strong 
play from one-seed Zach Hobbs ’19 and 
two-seed Ben Inglesby ’20. 

“Not having any seniors last year was 
a bit challenging, but it left us in a great 
position this year because everyone re-
turned, and Ben has been a great addi-
tion,” co-captain Alex Wetzler ’17 said. 
“We are definitely a better team this year.”
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by WILL TUCKER ’19

by ETHAN BUSCH ’19

“Park is not a real athletic school. I’ve heard 
it thousands of times,” Girls’ Athletic Director 
Robin Lowe ’84 said. “Every athlete at Park has 
heard some variation of this at some point. We 
are, however, making huge strides to change 
this perception.”

As an athlete at Park, these negative com-
ments about our sports program are infuriating 
to hear. Our athletes work hard and deserve 
more credit than they receive.  “When I talk to 
my friends who go to the big sports schools, 
they always say things like, ‘Oh you go to Park, 
B and C Conference, you guys aren’t competi-
tive, and don’t have athletes.’ This is just ob-
viously not true,” Benjamin Shasho ’18 said. 

This stigma has been tied to Park for years, 
and there are several reasons why. Athletics 
here are different from every other school in 
the area. Park does not cut athletes, and this 
allows every student to be part of the athletic 
program. “People frame [never being cut] as a 
negative, when really it should be framed as a 
positive,” Lowe said. 

Simply because Park does not cut athletes 
does not mean that Park is not competitive. 

Additionally, Park also does not scout and 
recruit athletes, which stands in contrast to 
most other schools in the area. “It’s different. 
Sure, we may be in some higher conferences. 
Because we scout, however, not every kid has 
a chance to shine and gets as much attention,” 

said a sophomore from McDonogh who wished 
to remain anonymous. 

At Park, our athletic department places 
emphasis on understanding every athlete, and 
this is possible, in large part, because we don’t 
recruit. 

When I share that my school does not have 
a football team, people always look shocked, 
and, in turn, they tend to dismiss our whole 
athletic program. In most high schools around 
the country, football is the most important sport. 
But Park is a small co-ed school, with a smaller 
pool of athletes. Simply put, a Park football 
team would not make sense. 

Because of our size, our fan base mostly 
consists of parents and other athletes. Notwith-
standing, the sports culture is ever changing and 
getting better with each championship that we 
win, including the four we won last fall.  

This year, Park and Friends competed in the 
first annual Rivalry Day. We ended up winning 
every game except for Boys’ Varsity Soccer, and 
even that contest came down to crunch time.  
But this Bruins triumph over the Quakers did 
not change the attitude of Friends’ students. 
“Well, at a lot of schools [including Friends], 
most kids will say negative things about Park 
that aren’t always true. But Friends is better, for 
sure,” said one Friends student. 

Friends has a football team, recruits athletes 
(unofficially) from other schools, and cuts ath-
letes from their varsity teams. 

Despite Park’s overwhelming victory over 
Friends on Rivalry Day, the characteristics of 
standard athletic-driven schools somehow dis-

place our victory. “Friends is stronger athleti-
cally. I feel as though athletics are more empha-
sized,” added the Friends student.

 “It’s common for people 
in our own community 
to even say things like, 
‘yeah we’re not that 
athletic,’” Lowe said. 

This feeling inside 
our school hinders our 
progress. “It’s on the stu-
dents to change the program,” 
Steven Villacorta ’17 said. “If 
you want [the athletic program] 
to be respected locally, we have 
to stick together.”

The four championships cap-
tured by the Bruins last fall have 
certainly made an impact. “I 
think the perception is start-
ing to change,” Lowe said. 
“For Girls’ Cross Country, 
we did the math,” Sam 
Brooks ’18 said. “If we 
would have gone against 
the teams in the higher 
conference we would 
have beaten every team 
except for RPCS.” 

If the athletic pro-
gram can build off 
last fall’s success, the 
negative perception of 
Park athletics should 
be dismissed.

Bruins working to dispel stigma

Both Boys’ and Girls’ Cross Country cruised 
to championship victories this fall. Girls’ Var-
sity Field Hockey took home a championship, 
and Girls’ Varsity Soccer also won its confer-
ence championship. And, for the first time in 
years, Park was able to field a Girls’ JV Soccer 
team and Boys’ Soccer was able to attract many 
players for both the Varsity and JV squads. But 
even with most of the athletic program appear-
ing to be strong both in numbers and in play, 
some programs have fewer players than they 
really need.

The Co-ed Squash and Boys’ Basketball pro-
grams are smaller than they have been in the 
past, and Boys’ Varsity Lacrosse couldn’t field 
a JV, let alone a B squad, last spring. Clearly, 
each program is in a different place in terms 
of the number of players, but the athletic de-
partment believes it is important to continue 
to have opportunities for students to play on 
teams at their skill levels and provide athletic 
opportunities for all. 

Teams at a lower-skill level can be beneficial 
for developing athletes. These teams provide 
an opportunity for younger players to improve 
before moving up to a higher level, and for new 
players to try the sport without getting blown 
away by kids who have been playing the sport 
since they began to walk. 

More playing time is one of the major ben-
efits of playing on a less-skilled team, and this 
helps these players get game experience. While 
being on a small, inexperienced team does not 
come without its frustrations, it is one of the 
best ways for future varsity players to develop 
skills, and it enables student-athletes to have 
a good time.

But, as exemplified by Boys’ Varsity Bas-

ketball and Lacrosse, not every program has 
enough players for lower-skilled teams. Boys’ 
Basketball, unlike Girls’ Soccer, has been 
shrinking. “[The athletic department] is hop-
ing it is just cyclical,” Boys’ Athletic Director 
Dia Clark ’06 said. 

Even if a freshmen-sophomore team were to 
come back, however, they would have to play 
at a much higher level of competition in the A 
Conference, as the Maryland Interscholastic 
Athletic Association (MIAA) voted to dissolve 
the B Conference of Fresh-Soph Basketball. 
This indicates that other schools are also strug-
gling to attract athletes to their basketball pro-
grams. 

Girls’ Athletic Director Robin Lowe ’84 
pointed to specialization as a possible source 
of the problem. “I quit basketball because I was 
committed to playing lacrosse. I didn’t want to 
play a team sport when I wasn’t committed,” 
Jordan Blum ’20 said. 

This is an explanation given more and more 
by students who give their time to only one 
sport. 

With greater numbers of student-athletes 
playing year-round club sports, they often must 
devote themselves to their sport, rather than 
spending equal time on many.

 “Club sports have gotten out of hand,” 
Lowe said. 

Not only do year-round sports teams some-
times lead to burnout from the players, but it can 
also lead to injuries, as it prevents overworked 
muscle groups from getting the rest that they 
need. 

Clark also explained there can be some 
conflict between club players and more casual 
athletes. “Different playing styles [between 
club and school players] can rub each other 
the wrong way, and that can hurt the team as a 

whole,” he said.
Despite the current downward trend in popu-

larity of some sports, and the upward trend in 
others, the size of athletic program is essentially 
the same as it has always been. 

According to both Clark and Lowe, the only 

team that is notably smaller is Boys’ Basketball, 
which is still able to field two full teams. 

While the athletic department is always 
looking to encourage more athletes, it does not 
seem worried that any programs are in great 
danger when it comes to numbers. 

Fluctuation in team sizes is normal

cartoon by Henry Kouwenhoven ’17
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Both Ryan Johnson ’22 and Ryan Adams ’21 are important 
contributors to a very talented Middle School Boys’ Basketball 
A team. The duo brings a wealth of experience to the Bruins 
team from their out-of-school travel basketball teams.

Adams, who also plays for the Maryland Wolfpack, began 
playing basketball at the age of four. Johnson, who began his 
basketball career when he was three, plays for the Maryland 
Sharks.

The two are captains alongside Ry Hermann ’21, and have 
different opinions about the team. “We look decent,” Johnson 
said, an understatement, given the team’s track record: an unde-
feated 10-0 start.  Adams, more willing to tout the young Bruins 
success, said: “We’re probably the best Middle School team 
Park has had in a while.” 

“Park definitely has a bright future, especially if we can 
bring in a couple of kids,” Adams said. 

The reliably strong play of Adams and Johnson is one of the 
reasons why the A team has been so successful. “Ryan [John-
son] is a great player,” Adams said. “When I’m off my game, 
he’s scoring, and when he’s off his game, I’m scoring.”

Although the Bruins have played a strong schedule, the A 
team is making quick work out of its opponents. Beating teams 
like Friends, whose varsity team is a conference above Park’s, 
signals a promising future for the Bruins basketball program.

FEATURED ATHLETES: RYAN & RYAN

Recruiting hurts 
the entire school

by SPENCER LEVITT ’18

 One great thing about Park: Our 
principals are not also poach-
ers. In other words, we do not 
recruit athletes financially — 
for a host of good reasons, too.

A school’s athletic 
program is not a Fortune 
500 corporation, and it 

should not be run as one. At Park, our athletic 
program has been defined as an extension of 
the classroom. 

“At Park, we have a smaller student body. 
If we were to bring in a couple of recruited 
athletes each year, we wouldn’t be able to 
give some of our students a chance to de-
velop into solid role players for us,” Boys’ 
Athletic Director Dia Clark ’06 said. “They 
wouldn’t have that opportunity because they 
would either be cut, or not given any play-
ing time.”

The same cannot be said for Gilman and 
McDonogh — both schools known to recruit. 
At a school with recruiting at the forefront of 
its athletic program, winning is the top—and, 
sometimes, even the only—priority. Win-
ning leads to more championships. Cham-
pionships lead to more recruits. The cycle 
continues.

When winning becomes the sole focus 
in high school sports, the athletes who are 
not the stars, top scorers, or leading rushers 
fall behind. The coaches care about the best 
possible players, and the rest are rendered 
insignificant with a constant uncertainty 
about their position inside the school’s ath-
letic program. 

In fact, the very system of recruiting is 
designed for the commercialization of high 
school athletes. With recruiting, 15-year-old 
basketball players become a commodity, and 
coaches are looking to upgrade whenever 
possible. Although not technically allowed 
under MIAA or IAAM rules, many times 
those upgrades are even achieved through 
monetary incentive: steep tuition discounts. 

Recruiting can certainly help with the 
competitiveness of a school’s athletic pro-
gram, but it has other consequences in the 
classroom. When a school is just looking to 
make a jump in the standings, what happens 
to the supposed students?

“Throwing money at prospective athletes 
certainly doesn’t match up with our philoso-
phy as a school. We would compromise our 
educational value, and it’s not who we have 
been and not the direction we’re going in,” 
Clark said.

When recruiting prospective athletes, 
some of our neighboring schools may be 
willing to overlook the academic compo-
nent and offer financial assistance. But, as 
Clark noted, “we aren’t looking to sacrifice 
academics at Park.”

by OLIVIER KNOPP ’19

and standings of its JV conferences and hosts a 
championship game for the top two teams. Ad-
ditionally, the IAAM includes every team in the 
varsity playoffs, seeding teams based on their 
regular season record, while the MIAA playoffs 
include only four or six teams, depending on the 
sport and conference.

 The Executive Director of the MIAA, Lee 
Dove, explained that though the two leagues 
have different processes and procedures in 
executing their priorities, the priorities them-
selves are quite similar. “We represent many 
of the same schools and stand for similar goals 
even though, at times, we represent different 
approaches to those goals,” he said. 

The leagues’ respective admission processes 
for adding new schools, however, would indi-
cate otherwise.  

In 1999, the IAAM reached a membership 
of 31 schools and placed a moratorium on new 
membership; more schools could only join the 
league if a previous member left. On the other 
hand, the MIAA currently has 29 members and 
continues to make additions. 

The leagues’ decisions about choosing 
which schools to admit are often reflective of 
their ideologies and perspectives. 

When Sts. Peter & Paul, a religious school 
on the Eastern Shore, requested admission to 
the IAAM, the members of the league’s board 
decided that—if admitted—there would be 
more travel, more games, and less school for 
their student-athletes, so they decided against 
letting them in. But, the MIAA admitted Sts. 
Peter & Paul and expanded to accommodate 
the addition.

There are many schools greatly affected by 
the leagues’ decision making process regard-
ing adding new schools. Due to the IAAM’s 
moratorium and its priorities when adding new 
members, there are several co-ed schools in-
cluded in the MIAA that have not been admit-
ted into the IAAM. “It’s hard for those schools 
because their boys compete in the [MIAA], but 

their girls have to play in independent leagues,” 
Lowe said. 

Reportedly, there are roughly 15 teams that 
want to join the IAAM but cannot; many of 
those schools may have more trouble gaining 
admission because, as Lowe explained, all-girls 
schools in the league would rather add more 
all-girls schools than co-ed schools.

The control hierarchy in the respective 
leagues is also very different. Both leagues have 
committees of executives from their member 
schools that meet a few times a year, but who is 
on those committees differs greatly. “For most 
of the IAAM, any kinds of real big decisions 
come through the heads of schools, whereas in 
the MIAA most of those decisions are made by 
the athletic directors,” Lowe said. 

Furthermore, she added that in the MIAA 
certain schools hold a stronger voice in those 
meetings than others: “The high powered A 
Conference schools seem to have much more 
power in the MIAA than they do in the IAAM.” 

This, in part, comes with the different per-
spectives the two leagues have just by being 
boys’ leagues and girls’ leagues. “The boys’ 
teams have a brighter spotlight, so there is 
even more pressure to produce,” Paradis said. 
“I think that some of the schools that have all or 
most of their teams in A Conference are dealing 
with a kind of mentality around athletics that is 
especially challenging.”

As Paradis expressed, because of the nature 
of the MIAA, the A Conference boys’ teams 
have a larger influence on decisions made.

In the MIAA—especially with A Confer-
ence schools—there are more frequently re-

cruiting issues to address, transfer dilemmas, 
and other problems of that nature. As a result, 
in the MIAA, A Conference problems receive 
significantly more attention than those of other 
schools in B and C Conferences. 

Regardless of which matters appear most 
pressing or which schools’ athletics receive 
the most attention,  the job of the MIAA and 
IAAM is to cater to the issues pertaining to 
every school.  “We always try to address the 
needs of each member school based upon dif-
fering structures, academically, religiously, and 
philosophically within the best of our capabili-
ties,” Dove said. 

Reflecting most other sports leagues in the 
country, the boys have significantly more mon-
ey than the girls. Leagues get funding in three 
ways: membership fees, championship ticket 
sales, and sponsorships. The IAAM charges 
more for its member’s fee and championship 
tickets, but the MIAA’s funding and champion-
ship attendance is significantly greater than that 
of the IAAM. “The IAAM continually struggles 
to get a $5,000 or $10,000 sponsorship, and the 
MIAA can just snap their fingers [to get a spon-
sorship],” Lowe said. “I think it’s mimicking the 
real world. I don’t think it’s anything personal 
against MIAA versus IAAM, but when we try 
to show our kids that girls are getting the same 
experience as our boys it’s very difficult.”

The MIAA and IAAM are very distinctive 
leagues that encounter their own individual 
problems and cater to very different groups. 
While the two leagues are in contact and claim 
to share the same ultimate goals, there are bud-
getary, functional, and philosophical discrepan-
cies.

MIAA & IAAM differ in budget and philosophy
Leagues, from p. 1
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